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INTRODUCTION

Norway, what can I say? The land of dreams, Bucket Lists and
artistry. A country so far north it has 24 hours of day light in summer
and a destination that will transport you into a world of Narnia.
Norway, a geological master-piece that defies imagination and that
could grace any Art Gallery with grace and charm.
Let our experiences of this mountainous majesty enthral and entice
you as we attempt to visually appeal to your inner traveller. With
images of crystal clear fjords and mountain giants, we invite you to
ponder on the possibilities of Norway as a destination for you this
year. Whether by car, motorhome/RV, camper or tent, Norway’s
northern landscape will create magical memories for your album of
life’s best bits.
Come with us as we give you a tour of this Arctic landscape offering
you a flavour, an insight and a temptation to travel here yourself..

ABOUT THIS CAPTIVATING GUIDE
After seven weeks touring Europe’s most northernly territory,
we feel we have a heap of experience to share. Norway is
one of those destinations where people dream about going,
although are anxious about the prices. So we aim to inform,
inspire and acknowledge Norway with a ‘no-holds barred’
approach.
We offer you our seven week road-trip, divided up into seven
distinct routes, each one sharing our personal highlights and
sometimes our low-lights. We have documented each of our
camping overnighters, with pictures and co-ordinates, and
have summarised the essentials of getting to and driving
around this elongated country.
If you have always wondered how possible Norway is for you,
then read on and I guarantee by the end of this book, you will
have found your answer.
!

Photo; Engebreen Glacier

Who are we?
Officially, we are Karen and Myles; digital nomads who are inspired to
discover the world with the freedom and choice that this travelling
lifestyle has gifted us.
More lovingly we are known as The Motoroamers and in March 2016
we packed up and packed in our life in England for a gap year of travel
whilst we sold property. The grand plan was to put down our roots in
the UK’s south-west and find the ‘good life’, once we had sown our
travel seeds.
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With visions of a small-holding, donkeys, chickens and soil tarnished
fingernails put aside, we hit the road in our motorhome Scoobie. We were
ready for adventures and exploration that would soothe our curious spirits
and satiate our inner-adventurer. Yet a few weeks into our trip we
discovered that this was the life we wanted permanently and that ‘going
back’ was not an option. So from that moment on, ‘home’ became the
place where Scoobie’s tyres rested. We found love in every dawn, each
new vista cleansed our eager eyes and fed our desire to live with
freedom, fearlessness and choice.

This book is the second in our Scandinavia Trilogy, Discovering Delicious
Denmark being the first. Sweden will complete the set of books, being
launched in the first quarter of 2020.
And whilst we realise that a book like this can never be completely
conclusive, we have shared our personal highlights.
So sit back with a coffee, put your feet up and let us entertain you, as
Robbie Williams would say.

Karen, Myles and Scoobie
In our first year with our trusty stead, a Pilote 740 (7.5m), we visited 10
countries and covered 12,000 miles; from Spain to Slovenia, to France,
Belgium and Netherlands. A rich array of adventures that tempered our
need to feel alive after too many decades of corporate stress and
burn-out. Spring 2017 heralded a new set of adventures as we began an
epic journey into unchartered territory.
The idea was to travel across to Greece and then follow a natural
passage through the eastern borders of Bulgaria and Romania. What
incredible cultures and natural wonders these countries had to offer. So
young on the European stage and yet a whole new set of experiences for
the eager traveller.
Our love for Eastern Europe has continued after a passage through
Poland in 2018 humbled us and Slovakia totally delighted us. How we
have fallen in love with the eastern borders of Europe.

!
www.motoroaming.com

2019 was all about discovering new lands. Over the course of the year we
explored five countries that we’ve never toured in our motorhome before.
Portugal, Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Czechia. All so very different
and enriching us completely. What a diverse set of experiences they have
been.
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WHY NORWAY?

Norge, as it is know by locals has over 450,000 lakes,
over 25,000km of coastline, has the world’s greatest
collection of fjords and the world’s largest population of
reindeer. With those statistics it is hard to resist a visit.
With clean air, Northern Lights and the Midnight Sun,
Norway’s refreshing landscape has so much to offer.
Whether you love hiking, rock climbing, water sports,
paragliding, wildlife, photography or road-tripping, you
will not be disappointed.

Norway’s Arctic culture will have history
buffs intrigued. Its World War 2 heritage will
have you puzzled given their neutrality.
And Norway’s extreme lifestyle given the
yin and yang conditions will intrigue you.
The balance of light and dark, day and
night are so finely tuned in this northern
landscape that it can not fail to allure you.
If you love the outdoors, then Norway will
definitely draw you in. With its environment
of outdoor pursuits, Norway attracts young
and old.
Finding enough adjectives to describe
Norway’s mountainous carved lands is not
difficult. It is as though it has been
designed by an artist not of this world and
as the clouds flirt with the summits,
Norway’s simple canvas cannot be
underestimated.
A visit here will be an onslaught on the
senses and sometimes even feel
overwhelming, such is its beauty. Although
this is one of those immensely intense
Bucket List destinations that will stay in
your memory bank for decades to come.
Norway needs time, curiosity and a
camera. Come with all three and you will
be in heaven.
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7 ROUTES THROUGH NORWAY
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ROUTE 1 - ABISKO
TO TROMSØ

The next few chapters are dedicated to giving you a
detailed insight into our routes through Norway.
From our northerly entry at Sweden’s Abisko National
Park, we were prepared graciously for what was to
come. With mountains paving our way across the
unmanned border, we were presented with an
immediate wow factor. If this was a taster of what was
to come, then we were going to like Norway.
Here’s the first leg of our seven week journey.

Route 1

Abisko to Tromsø
Must-sees;
* A b i s ko N a t i o n a l
Park, Sweden
* The Best Border
Crossing in the
world - E10
*Nar vik’s WW2
memorial Bjørnfjell
* Evenskjer
* Drive north around
to fjords
* See Norway’s most
northerly city
Tromsø
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Kungsleden Abisko

ABISKO NATIONAL PARK - SWEDEN
It may seem odd, that in a guide about Norway, we start talking
about Sweden. Although, we feel that this northerly entrance into
one of the most scenically dramatic countries in the world deserves
space on the page. We’ve crossed many borders over our 4 years
and of them all, Abisko on the E10 is the best by far.
After the forest mastery that defines Swedish Lapland, Abisko really
does set the Norwegian scene incredibly well. Rolling hills begin to
morph into giants with snow-capped peaks. Ice-blue rivers course
their way over boulders of granite and sparkling lakes measure up
against the day-time blue skies. It really is as if Sweden is trying to
ease you into the magic of Norway. The two countries are so very
different, in spite of their proximity and this preparation seems wholly
necessary, in our opinion.

Abisko itself is worth stopping at before you cross the border. With
its famous Kungsleden hike, and many others that take you through
the rapid filled gorges that fall away in dramatic style to the lake
below, your inner-adventurer will be satiated completely.
And then you begin your odyssey along the E10 towards the
magnetic draw of the Norwegian Bucket List. It’s as though the
mountains double in size as each mile passes, until you reach the
summit just north of Narvik. And as we crossed the unmanned
border effortlessly after our last ‘cheap’ shop in Sweden, we felt like
we were entering another world - Narnia’s wardrobe is real.
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E10 Border Pass Memorial
We glided from Sweden into Norway, for
me somewhat subdued such was my love
for Sweden. The mixture of sadness at
leaving and the mesmerising scenery of
this E10 Pass had us both stunned into
silence.
This was a wilderness that felt like it had
been untouched by human hand. Raw,
primal and exquisite.
At the top you reach Bjørnfjell. This is one
of 6 World War 2 Memorials in Narvik that
honour those who fought to protect
Sweden’s Iron Ore in Kiruna.
It was a combined effort of Polish, English,
French and Norwegian soldiers who
through their valiant efforts saw the first
defeat of the German army. Narvik has
many more memorials in the area and
there is a big museum commemorating
those who fought to protect Narvik’s
harbour after the German occupation on 9
April 1940.
Photos; Abisko National Park, Abisko Gorge and the E10
drive into Norway
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Check out our E10
Border crossing
video by clicking the
image to the left.
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Evenskjer, Norway

EVENSKJER
Driving past Narvik we headed for our place to ground ourselves.
Whenever we arrive in a new country we always park ourselves up
for two days to settle into the new culture. It’s a chance to learn the
language basics, work out the exchange rate and look at our route
options.
Narvik seemed like too busy a place to do this and after a hectic
travelling period through Denmark and Sweden, we really needed
tranquility and not the bustle of a town.

a completely free parking area on a working harbour with free
services. Norway’s Freedom to Roam policy soon revealed how
camping would be for on our road-trip.
There’s not much more to add other than to soak up the mountain
fresh air, ground your feet in geological history and relish the
stillness that the landscape embraces.

So Evenskjer was our destination stop. A small town on the edge of
a fjord with a church, a few shops and not much else - oh other than
12
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Fv141 to Tromsø

OUR DRIVE TO TROMSØ
The E6 is Norway’s spinal road that runs in fact from Trelleborg in
southern Sweden right up to Norway’s Kirkenes on the Russian
border. It would be very easy to take this arterial route and get
places very quickly although the price you pay is missing out on
Norway’s grandest features; the fjords.
So as we headed north, in anticipation for an emergency trip back to
UK for Great Aunty Doris’ funeral, we had a week to spare. So we
took the back roads to Tromsø, hugging the fjord edges. It really
helped us get acquainted with Norway’s massive coastline.

With ferries offering communities lifelines, pods of dolphins gliding
through the ice-blue waters and fishing vessels returning home with
their catch, these roads are just magnificent.
Snow-capped mountains, even in July, framed the vista offering a
barrier between sky and sea creating a picture-postcard scene.
We are so happy that we journey this way. And whilst we came
across a few road repairs, which is normal for Norway during their
summer months, gazing at the view whiled away the time. Oh and
the wild camping was just spectacular. More on that later.
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Tromsø’s Polar Museum, Bridge and Arctic Cathedral

NORWAY’S MOST NORTHERLY CITY - TROMSØ
For some, the idea of visiting the compass’s furthest points on the
globe features heavily on their travel agenda. And if this is you, then
Tromsø has a number of claims that you will enjoy.
Firstly it is Norway’s most northerly city and has the most northerly
University. Secondly it is here that you will find the world’s most
northerly brewery, botanical garden and cathedral.
And if that isn’t enough, its Polar Expedition heritage, Northern
Lights in winter and Midnight Sun in summer will give you a
veritable feast of options.

If we’re honest I’m not sure that Tromsø would have been on our list
if I hadn’t needed to return to UK. Although in some twisted fate, we
are so glad that we had the opportunity to visit. We would highly
recommend heading this way, especially if you cross into Norway
from Sweden’s Abisko region.
Whilst Tromsø isn’t a huge city, its compact and bijou old town and
ancient harbour are well worth seeing for the day. Plus you will drive
through tunnels with roundabouts which is pretty unique. For more
information check out our blog about Tromsø.
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Top picture is the world’s smallest pub.
Bottom left is Tromsø Arctic Cathedral
Bottom right is the ancient Polar harbour
with its history, Arctic Heritage and Whale
Watching tours.
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ROUTE 2 - ISLAND
OF SENJA

Senja is Norway’s second largest island, which might
sound quite inferior, although when you realise that
Norway has 50,000 islands, being the second largest
is not to be sneezed at.
We knew nothing about Senja and had done no
research. So our virginal eyes just drank in the rugged
beauty that this jewel in Norway’s crown had to offer.
And it seriously does deserve a chapter all of its very
own. We did two separate trips around Senja such was
its special nature and would go again. It was a massive
highlight for us from our seven week road-trip.

Route 2

Island of Senja
Must-sees;
* Mefjord
* Bergsbotn Platform
* Troll Museum
* Ånderdalen NP
* Route 86 - One of
Norway’s 18 Most
Scenic Highways
* Skrollsvika WW2
museum
* Hamn i Senja
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Mefjord panorama, Senja

MEFJORD
On our first visit to Senja, one of the roads we wanted to take was
being repaired. So as luck would have it, we instead stumbled upon
the beautiful Mefjord. An isolated fishing community in the north
west of the island, just perfection for my camera. Although the day
we arrived was overcast with low clouds, you could still see the
beauty.
Parked up at one of our ultimate favourite wild spots, we had two
nights here. It’s a walkers’ paradise and an idyllic spot for watching
the never sinking sun. I love it when we arrive somewhere in either
the dark or in cloudy conditions, because with the new dawn and
sunshine what an incredible surprise. Mefjord did not disappoint.

Whilst there is very little in the community itself, except for a fish
shop and one restaurant - you wait until Monday morning.
Then the locals with their hand-made goods come out of their
houses with their trestle tables and wait to serve those from
neighbouring communities. This is not about tourists, this is about
authentic fjord life that thrives on the summer abundance and
survives during the harsh winters.
This is one of the most peaceful and serene places we have ever
been privileged to visit and is a place of dreams.
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Ånderdalen Summit

ÅNDERDALEN NATIONAL PARK
At the heart of Senja is its primal National Park, which is littered with
hikes of all difficulties. It is free and easy to access for all vehicles
including motorhomes. With thick snow covering the granite rock,
solid enough to still walk on, Senja’s National Park even in summer
will delight every visitor.

70 square miles (125km) of natural wilderness, untouched by
anyone other than a few reindeer herds or moose. With primeval
forests 600 years old, Ånderdalen is a wonderful place to explore.

If just a drive is all you are looking for, then the hairpin bends that
take you deep into the fjords and valleys so iconic in Norway, you
will discover some hidden treasures.
With only fishermen in these parts, you share only the fresh air and
natural beauty. Driving down to Flakkstadvåg is a memorable
experience. Few vehicles will greet you on the narrow although easy
to navigate roads and the tunnel is an interesting experience.
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Caribbean Senja

ROUTE 86 - NORWAY’S MOST SCENIC HIGHWAYS
If you arrive at the island from either ferry entry points, then you are
in for a driving treat. Linking both ports is one of Norway’s 18 Most
Scenic drives. And in our opinion it was one of the best.

fjord in front of you. Whether on a cloudy day or full sunshine this is
a magnificent place. Also the Tungeneset rest area is worth a stop to
see the fjord views out to the North Sea.

With little or no traffic or tourists in these parts, you have the place to
yourself. Few tourist coaches thundering past, unlike the nearby
Lofoten Isles. With fingers of fjords reaching out into the Norwegian
Sea you will be treated to a veritable feast of deep blue waters and
towering snow-capped mountains that seem to hum a peaceful tune
such is the tranquility. There are a number of scenic spots to watch
out for along the way. Bergsbotn Platform is an incredible outlook
post that hangs precariously over the edge of the mountain, with the

Along the way you can check out the world’s largest Troll and its
museum (which is currently being rebuilt because of a fire in March
2019). Hamm i Senja is a stunning community nestled in
Caribbean-style cove and you can cycle to your heart’s content. This
island and its highway is like being transported to a coastal heaven
and we defy you not to love it and its tranquility.
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Images from Senja, Norway’s second largest island.
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Scoobie at Skrollsvika WW museum

SKROLLSVIKA
We never imagined that Scandinavia had so much WW2 history
etched into its landscape. And Norway was certainly not on either of
our radars. So when we started to learn about Norway’s defence
against the German’s, who were after the Iron Ore from Sweden, we
felt enlightened.
By pure chance, whilst exploring Senja’s southern peninsula, we
stumbled upon Skrollsvika, often known as Skrolsvik. This was an
incredible place to explore. The whole village is now deserted, after
the Norway army left late 1950. Although through the war, it was
under German rule and the guns still remain. For any little boy - or
big boy come to think of it, this is paradise as you can still sit on the
guns and play out your favourite version of The Guns of Navarone!

For scenery lovers it also won’t disappoint as a 360º vista of the
surrounding mountains and fjord will mesmerise and delight in
equal measure. This is a fantastic place to watch the midnight sun if
you are in the area around 21st June.
The drive from the main Senja artery road is a long one, although as
you flirt with the fjord edges the small coves and beaches will
pepper your journey. Perhaps even the sighting of a dolphin or two
will catch your eye. There’s no doubting that this peninsular, which is
a one road in and one road out kinda place, is worthy of your
diversion. Just watch the roads, as often in the summertime,
Norway’s Highway Repair team are in full force as they repair snow
and ice affected tarmac.
25
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Hamn i Senja lighthouse and barbeque

HAMN I SENJA
As you take a quiet night at the Trolls’ Museum and head towards
the ferry to Andøya, you cannot bypass the tiny community of Hamn
i Senja. Today its guise is a holiday village, although the minute you
step foot on the steep slope that leads you to a wooden bridge
surely built for the local trolls, you will feel its fishing roots.
Whilst the hotel features as the centre-piece to this isolated cove, as
you walk out onto the peninsula you can instantly drink up the
magnificent vista in front of you. The bluest of all seas laps up
agains the rock formations framed by the jagged mountains and
small archipelago islets dot the water like something out of a
Hollywood movie. Take time to cycle here from the Trolls’ Museum,
which is a mere 3.5 miles away and soak up the tranquility that is

almost close enough to touch. You will be charmed by its authentic
quality and sheltered perspective and never want to leave.
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ROUTE 3 - ANDØYA
& LOFOTEN

After the joys of Senja, we tear you away from its
legend and magical fairy dust towards another of
Norway’s plethora of islands - Andøya. A 45 minute
ferry brings you to the most bizarre island experience.
An island lost in time, yet famous for its unique nature
reserve, wildlife and Space Centre!
Then we draw you to the world’s most iconic islands
and Norway’s most successful marketing campaign
ever! The Lofoten Islands. Come in and let us show
you around!

Route 3
Andenes to Å

Must-sees;
* Andenes fishing village
and nesting Arctic Terns
* A Sea-Safari to see the
whales, Puffins and Sea
Eagles
* Space Centre & Route 1
- Scenic Highway
* Lofoten Islands
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ANDENES - ISLAND OF ANDØYA
After Senja, it is hard to imagine that anything else can match up. It
certainly remains one of our Norwegian highlights.
Although we have long come to learn that whilst we have places that
firmly anchor themselves in our hearts, every place has its own
treasures, if the eyes are willing to see.
Andøya, just a short ferry ride away from Senja and dolphins are a
regular sight. So standing at the bow looking like Kate Winslet is a
must. Soon you will arrive on Andøya and the stark difference
between the islands is immediately apparent.
Andøya is an odd island compared to its siblings. It has a ridge of
mountains and then a plateau of flat land that, in comparison could
almost be described, dare I say it as boring! Not a word you might
expect to use in the same sentence as Norway.

Norway’s island of Andøya

Catching the ferry from Grylleford on Senja, we arrived at this
slightly desolate island with doubts. The fishing industry at Andenes
has an almost imperial feel to it with its factories waiting to welcome
you. Stilted Fishermans’ huts define the town that is like the outback.
I expected to see tumbleweed blowing down the deserted yet
characterful colonial buildings.
The Arctic Terns, who have made this rich haven their home, nest in
the waste ground opposite and you walk by at your peril. At least
wear a hat if you want to photograph these high pitched screechers.
You visit Andøya for two reasons. One is to travel the 30 mile (51km)
Scenic Route. This takes you from the barren land of the north,
around the mountains to the cloudberry landscape of the south.
Passing by the Aurora Space Centre from where 1,2000 rockets
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h a v e b e e n l a u n c h e d f o r s c i e n t i fic
purposes, and has been involved with
NASA missions.
The second reason is for the wildlife.
Andøya is famous for its 158m tall outcrop
called Bleiksøya. This conical shaped isle
has surfaced the water’s ceiling from deep
beneath the sea on the edge of the sea’s
abyss. This deep trench of water, so close
to the land, gives rich pickings for
fisherman and wildlife.
As a result Andøya is THE place to come
for Safari’s to get up close and personal to
80,000 puffins, sea eagles and a plethora
of whales. For 450NOK you can take a rib
out with Sea Safari Andenes and get so
close to these amazing birds and watch as
the eagles swoop for their next meal. It is
one of the most memorable moments of our
Norway tour. Check out our video below,
just click this picture.
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Flakstadt Beach, Lofoten Islands

ICONIC LOFOTEN ISLANDS
The Lofoten Islands - Norway’s most successful marketing
campaign. A region that despite being in the middle of the
Norwegian Sea, draws thousands of visitors each year. With its
24hrs daylight in the summer and its dancing Northern Lights in the
winter, you could be forgiven for having this firmly at the top of your
Wish List. As it was for us!
For sure the picture perfect images of the quintessential harbours,
arching bridges that connect the archipelago and the dreamy
descriptions, should have you reaching for the Sat Nav. Although as
with so many places - timing is EVERYTHING..
I am so pleased we explored the islands and we were so lucky that
during our seven day tour we had extraordinary weather, sadly for

us the crowds marred our experience. July and early August is NOT
the time to visit
It is beautiful, with its traditional fishermens’ Rorbus cottages.
Islands connected by architecturally beautiful bridges that defy
gravity and an inspiring palate of fjord colours. Although for us, with
its relentless crowds and the commercial hue, our experience was
somewhat coloured. Too many people meant no parking for the
iconic walks. Too many vehicles made narrow roads busy and
difficult to navigate and an infrastructure, that for campers is solely
lacking. We absolutely recommend visiting, although time it carefully
to optimise your experience.
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Lofoten Isles FREE eBook!
For an honest look at our experiences, the unashamed
beauty of this place and essential Top Trip Tips, download
this separate eBook.
It’s yours for free, with the click of a button. Just click the
image and you will be taken immediately to the page
where you can download and save it as a pdf.
If the Lofoten Isles are on your list, then this is a crucial
read before you go. It will help you plan a memorable trip
that avoids the crowds and gives you strategies for seeing
the sights stress-free. With of course plenty of visual
inspiration for an exciting and positive experience.
Click the book image on the left to download yours for
FREE now.

Driving the Lofotens in a Motorhome
Also check out our video of driving the Lofotens in a
motorhome for an honest look at what the summer season
will look and feel like. Click the image to the left.
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ROUTE 4 - BODØ
TO BUD

Thanks to a fellow traveller’s recommendation we took a
diversion from Bodø south on Fv17; another of Norway’s
Scenic drives. And what a diversion. Over 400 miles of
incredible scenery that defies description.
Hugging the coast, this road is beautiful and with the
ferries that link the fingers of this rugged fjord-designed
coastline it is an adventure all by itself.
After feeling overwhelmed by the beauty we took a turn
on the arterial route E6 to Trondheim after which we
headed for one of Myles’ Bucket Lists - the Atlantic
Highway. More on that shortly.

Route 4
Fv17 from Bodø to
Mo i Rana

Must-sees;
* Saltstraumen Malstrøm
* Engabreen Glacier
* Arctic Circle Ferry

Trondheim to Bud
* Fish and Chips from
Kristiansund
* Atlantic Ocean Road
* Bud
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Saltstraumen Maelstrom, Bodø

SALTSTRAUMEN BRYGGE AND THE MAELSTRØM
Leaving the large commercial town of Bodø you find the Scenic
Highway Fv17, which is over 400 miles of fjord beauty heading
towards Asp.
This is a road full of wows and visual mastery that will just blow you
away. It won’t get you south quickly, although it will be a memorable
journey. We did 180 miles of this sensory highway before our poor
little minds were severely blown. It is one of our biggest regrets of
our trip that we headed inland to Norway’s E6 arterial trunk road. I
think we missed some incredible scenery although we felt
completely saturated from all the beauty.
Anyway I digress. Back to Bodø. Just 20 minutes from this big hub
(where you can get the ferry to and from the Lofotens), you find the
Saltstraumen Maelstrom. This is one of Norway's most unusual
natural occurrences, which is guaranteed to impress onlookers four
times every 24 hours. Although we didn’t get our timing right to see

this natural phenomenon in it’s full glory, just witnessing the raging
waters below us were enough to give us an idea of how the waters
rule the roost in this area. Big respect to the fishermen who navigate
these seas.
At the 1.8 mile-long, Saltstraumen Strait, the tides cause one fjord to
drain into another, creating a similar interaction of a maelstrom at
sea. The result is a churning, 20-knot watery chaos that shifts over
400 million cu metres of water every six hours.
This is the world’s largest maelstrom although actually it is a series
of small eddies that combine together to create this natural force.
This is the world’s largest maelstrom although actually is a series of
small eddies that combine together to create this natural force.
Watching the waters move from the bridge is amazing and even if
your timing isn’t great, it’s great to stop for a short while.
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Reipå overnight stop with the Hurtigruten Ferry from Ornes

FV17 SCENIC ROUTE - KYSTRIKSVEIEN
Norway does scenic routes in bucket loads and Fv 17 will absolutely
not disappoint.
With roads that hug the sides of fjords, shimmering blue waters light
your pathway with the odd peak of a dolphin pod or two, this will
delight you. Take your time, drive slowly, stop often and breathe in
the scenery before you.
Overnight stops are plentiful either in their free Restplatz or just
along a wild spot along the road-side where you can savour the
views and skyline at your leisure. The Fv17 is not as busy as some of
the roads on the Best 18 Scenic Highways, although given the lack
of roads connecting these small communities, you will notice lorries often through the night. A small price to pay though.
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Engabreen Glacier, Svartisen National Park

ENGABREEN GLACIER - NORWAY’S 2ND LARGEST
One of the many treasures of Fv17 is the Engabreen Glacier N o r w a y ’s s e c o n d l a r g e s t . D i d y o u k n o w t h a t N o r w a y
has around 1,600 glaciers?

distance, or parking up your bikes and hiking over the boulder
debris. This puts you almost in spitting distance of the icy fingers
that are ever inching towards to the sea.

The Engabreen, an arm of Svartisen Glacier is pretty spectacular. In
part because it is one of the most easily accessible glaciers in
Norway and can be seen from the road. And because it is the lowest
lying glacier on the European continent with its close proximity to
sea-level.

This is an incredible experience and highly recommended activity.
The ferry is just 200NOK per person (£18 return) and an additional
80NOK (£8) for bicycles.

Parking up at the Holand Tourist Information office, a short cycle
down hill brings you to a ferry that takes you across the Holandfjord
to the low lying shores in front of Engabreen. A walk or cycle then
gives you the option of looking lovingly at this frozen beauty from a

We loved taking time at this place and thoroughly enjoyed our
hiking. So whether you stay overnight at the Tourist Information
Centre or just drive by and admire the glacier from the road, it will be
an image you’ll not forget for a long time.
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Just bear in mind that there is limited
parking at the ferry port to Svartisen, so if
you have bicycles, then we suggest you
park up at the Tourist Information Centre
and free-wheel down the hill. Or arrive at
the parking very early. Here’s a timetable
for the ferry so you can make some plans.

Svartisen Ferry Information
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Arctic Circle monument

ARCTIC CIRCLE FERRY
One of my most memorable moments from our Swedish leg was
crossing the Arctic Circle. Whilst it is a moving line, there’s
something quite magical about being so far north.
Like any country border crossing, the invisible line often doesn’t
offer any immediate differential, although just to know that we
stepped inside one of earth’s most significant markers felt quite
surreal.

Although as we passed the line, the monument that could just be
seen with the naked eye on the port shores (if sailing south) was
enough to have my eyes leak. I think it was because it signalled the
close of our Arctic Chapter and it felt emotional.
This was such a memorable ferry ride and if this is your first
encounter with the Arctic Circle as you head north through Norway,
then it will be a magical experience to see it by water.

To then catch the ferry from Jetvik to Kilboghavn to cross it heading
south was another experience altogether. An overwhelming sense
of sadness washed over me - I think Myles was too interested in
walking around the ferry marvelling at its mechanics to really notice.
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Photos from the Arctic Circle ferry from
Jektvik to Kilboghavn
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E6 landscape south of Mo i Rana

SOUTH TO TRONDHEIM
We’ll be honest, the scenery of the Kystriksveien FV17 blew our
minds. And as we sat reflecting, having been pretty well saturated
by the immense size of Norway and its dramatic landscape, we
contemplated whether we should divert onto the arterial E6 that runs
from Trelleborg in southern Sweden right up to the Russian border at
Kirkenes.
We still had a good 300 miles to experience of the Fv17 Scenic
Highway, so it became a real deliberation. It was a moment where
we were both feeling the same and yet not said it out loud for fear of
disappointing the other. The synchronistic fusion of our twinned
thoughts made up our minds; a diversion onto the E6 it was with a

quick blast south! Our choice was also, in part aided by our need
for LPG, which Mo i Rana offered. So left turn Clyde!
In hindsight, our naivety of a ‘quick blast south‘ was a seriously poor
judgement. As no where in Norway is quick, even on the main spinal
road. It was a bad decision; the tolls were frequent and but not hefty,
the scenery was flat in comparison and generally uninspiring, there
was no where to wild camp and the traffic was dreadful. These were
our first traffic jams in four months and with the dreadful quality
roads - that we had to pay for the privilege of driving on, we soon
realised that we had made one big boo boo! Still we live and learn.
If you can, stick to the Fv17, it’ll be a more pleasant experience.
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Route 680 Fjord view.

TRONDHEIM WEST TO KRISTIANSUND
So having made a poor route choice, we soon rectified our
navigation to something more ‘us’. ‘That’ route that takes us off the
beaten track to the path less travelled. We soon found it, just south
of Trondheim - the route 680. Norway spoils us with fabulous options
that take you into the wilderness, giving you an intimate excursion
into the soul that is Norway.
With architectural bridges arching over water courses and fjords that
snake their way to who knows where (again), the 680 redeemed
itself in our Norway affections. With roads to ourselves, marinas
tucked in the middle of no where and Stave Churches, this was a joy
to drive and no one to share it with. It was a lovely couple of days
heading our way towards Myles’ bucket list road - the Atlantic
Ocean Road.

Although before we hit one of the
most famous roads in Norway, Fish
and Chips called us at Kristiansund.
Probably one of the most expensive
ever, although my goodness they
were good. Check them out Fishanbua (63.111096 7.733495).
Fab u lous!
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Route 680 &
Fv364
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Atlantic Ocean Road - Scenic Highway 64

ATLANTIC OCEAN HIGHWAY - ROUTE 64 - THE ROAD IN THE OCEAN
Norway has some seriously amazing marketing prowess with their
excellent campaigns on the Lofotens, Trollstigen and Geiranger. And
we were caught up in their alluring web as they sold the Atlantic
Ocean Highway to us too. Described as the ‘world’s most beautiful
motoring journey.’
So imagine our excitement as we left Kristiansund, travelled
underneath the sea and passed through the only Toll Booth in
Norway towards the famous Route 64. Myles’ anticipation was
palpable. Soon his dream would be realised. And we could add yet
another stunning drive to our long list of experiences.

Just before we left Kristiansund I had taken a quick peak to assess
where our overnight stop would be and what time we needed for the
journey. Imagine my disappointment when I realised that it was a
road of a mere 4 miles and would take us a whopping 6 minutes.
I uttered a nervous laugh when Myles offered gallantly to only drive
a small section of the route - just for the experience. Given the 400
odd miles of the Kystriksveien Fv17, you could forgive him for
having the notion of extreme scale. After all, everything in Norway is
larger than life. When I gently broke the news, his excitement
dissolved into incredulity. Perhaps though, as with many things that
come in small packages, this would pack a unique punch.
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Along with the other Scenic Highways we had driven, there were a
number of Points of Interest to stop off at, a couple of which were too
busy for us to pull in, with our 7.5m van. So we took in the 7 small
bridges that join the islands, from the vantage points where stopping
was achievable, & gazed in amazement at this marketing treasure.
I’m sure when the weather is more tempestuous, the danger and
thrill that can be encountered by driving this road must increase
significantly. Although on the calm August day when we arrived, no
such adventure was present. And in the blink of an eye, it was over.
The bridge that appears in so many brochures that looks like it takes
you on a rollercoaster ride is pretty much it. 6 minutes and it’s done.
We were left feeling as we had at the Lofoten Islands; it was pretty
enough although the marketing created a greater expectation than
the reality, leaving us completely underwhelmed and left wanting.
We would certainly recommend driving this road for sure, although
just be mindful of its hype and manage your expectations. To say
Myles felt short-changed is an understatement.
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Bud, a haven to soothe our disappointment
We love how things conspire to bring you the experiences you are
destined to enjoy, rather than those etched onto your itinerary.
Somehow those experiences become the ones you take with you
forever. And this is certainly true of our surprise gift of Bud.
After the disappointment of the Atlantic Ocean Highway and our lack
of desire to stay the night, we headed along the coast. The end point
of the road was THE most delightful, authentic harbour town, known
for its fishing industry and World War 2 involvement. There was an
overnight stop waiting for us and the sight of this fabulous village
tucked in the middle of nowhere was a joy.
Had we felt more connected with Route 64, we would have missed
this gem. So we feel completely rewarded by our little find.

Despite its off the beaten trackness, in the Middle Ages, Bud was a
hive of activity and an essential trading post between Trondheim and
Bergen. And in World War 2, the Germans fortified Bud as part of
their defences against Allied invasion, along the dangerous waters of
the Hustadvika. Evidence of the German fortress, Ergan is still very
much in tact and now has been restored as a memorial and museum,
which is worth exploring. You can enter the museum from 10.00am6.00pm with a guide or simply look around the outside monuments.
Bud, you might have been small in name and isolated in location,
although you offered us a greater delight in your obscurity than those
donning the pages of a brochure. Thank you.
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Photos;
Top is the overnight parking area and
services for campers in Bud, below the
Ergan fortress.
Bottom left is one of the guns at the Ergan
fortress memorial.
Bottom centre is the coastal walk around
Bud.
Bottom right are the traditional Robus
fishermen’s houses.
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ROUTE 5 - TROLLSTIGEN
& GEIRANGER PASS

After the disappointment of Route 64, we took a huge risk
in driving yet another iconic Norwegian route- The
Trollstigen Pass - described as a ‘serpentine route’
through the mountains, to the equally iconic UNESCO site,
Geiranger.
What would greet us on this classic drive? More
disappointment and dashed expectations or the scenic
thrill we were imagining in our heads?

Our Route 5

Trollstigen - Geiranger
Route 63
Must sees;
* Trollstigen Viewing Point
* Gudbrandsjuvet Viewing
Point
* Geiranger UNESCO fjord
* Storfossen Waterfall

Distance 60 miles (100km).
Suggested time - a
minimum of 2 days with at
least 2 overnights.
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Scoobie and the Trollstigen valley

TROLLSTIGEN PASS - ROUTE 63 ÅNDALSNES - VALLDALEN
There have been some incredible driving roads we have navigated
during our travels; Stelvio Pass in Italy, Transfagarasan and the
TransAlpin Pass’s in Romania and the Gorges du Verdon in
France. How would this iconic route shape up in our experiences?
Stage 1 of this epic road starts as you leave the ferry at Åndalnes
heading towards the Route 63. With the mountains looming, all of
which have names, you feel as though you are about to enter a
world of legendary trolls of Narnia fame. Having done the Stelvio
Pass in northern Italy we knew that doing the road when all the main
tourist traffic had passed was a good idea. So we parked up for a
cuppa at the Trollstigen Camping ground and Cafe Bar. Although we

soon realised that the coaches parked up were likely to be
cruise-goers and that they were probably heading home, so in the
late afternoon sun we headed off. The avoidance technique wasn’t
really required. Even in August, the road wasn’t as busy as Stelvio,
so our fears were unrealised despite the daily 2,500 drivers who test
their nerve.
The Trollstigen Pass, first opened in 1936, is about 33 miles (55km)
long, encompassing the Stigfossen waterfall and 11 hairpin bends
that snake up the mountainsides. At the plateau there is a beautiful
designed viewing point, cafe and museum, which is worth stopping
at to take in the vista.
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As you head back down the other side of the mountains, there are
plenty of wild spots to rest your head. Alternatively, depending on
the time of day, continue your passage on towards Geiranger. Be
mindful that this route is only open from May to November.
Don’t miss a short stop Gudbrandsjuvet, which a fabulous viewing
point over the Valldøla river as the waters cascade and rush through
the 20 metre ravine. It’s a busy little stop although very pretty.
Legend has it that in the 1500s, Gudbrands ran off with his new
bride jumping the ravine to escape his angry pursuers. The area has
been named after him ever since.

Your passage then takes you to Valldalen where you have
completed the first stage of your route 63 experience.
And so what of our adventure? Was the Norway love restored?
Indeed so. It was a beautiful journey that was a visual dreamboat. It
really does need to be appreciated in full sunshine, where the fusion
of mountains, sky, valley shadows and tumbling waters combine to
create its own sensory movie. It doesn’t compare to the thrill of
Transfagarasan or Stelvio as a knuckle-ride. Although it is stunning
none-the-less. Certainly very doable for Scoobe and even given the
coaches, most vans will navigate this road pretty smoothly.
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The Trollstigen Pass by
Motorhome
Check out our Trollstigen Video by
clicking the image below.
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UNESCO Geiranger fjord

ROUTE 63 - GEIRANGER PASS AND ITS FAMOUS FJORD
It’s easy to think the Trollstigen Pass is the only highlight on this epic
drive. In all the material that I read, no-one really talked about the 60
miles (100km) as an entire experience. And let us make it very clear
- every single mile is worthy of mention.
Stage 2. After a short ferry from Valldalen to Eisdal you head out on
the Eagle’s Road towards UNESCO’s Geiranger. The anticipation of
the jaw-dropping landscape that awaits you, builds as you head
towards the viewing point at Ørnesvingen.

Geiranger itself is a tiny village of just 200 inhabitants and is one of
Norway’s oldest and most visited places. With several hundred
cruise-liners gliding along the fjord, Geiranger is overtaken with
thousands of visitors in the summer and so you will need to share
the space with plenty of other vista seekers.
Before the embrace of Geiranger’s mountains call you east, make a
short stop at the Nordic Centre and Storfossen Waterfall. The
sensory explosion of sight and sound is beyond words.

Geirangerfjord is by far the most popular fjord in Norway and
arguably best seen by ferry. Yet the view from the 11 hairpin bends
that carry you down to the water’s edge is breathtaking.
As you twist and turn, the enormity of the fjord is all-consuming and
you must surrender to its magic.
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Photos; left Storfossen Waterfall & fjord view. Top; eastern edge of
the Geiranger mountains. Below; the eastern hairpins & iconic fjord.
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If you are hiker then perhaps stopping overnight on the water’s edge
would be worthwhile. There’s so much more to see than our drive-by
offered.
Stage 3. As you head back up the mountains, the views continue to
impress and regular stops for photos are obligatory.

subtly calm your beating heart as you head on the final few miles of
this epic drive. It remains one of top Norway experiences. Allow a
minimum of 2 days to do this whole stretch - 3 if you enjoy
hiking.

Although fear-not, your journey is not yet over. There is still plenty of
incredible landscape to experience as you complete the final stage
of the famous Route 63. With memories of Trollstigen and
Geirangerfjord in your mind the eastern side of the Pass may feel
secondary in ‘wows’ although do not blink. As the shape of the
mountains, the curve of the roads, the icy blue lakes and forests
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ROUTE 6 - GAMLE
STRYNFJELLSVEGEN

Even writing about our Trollstigen and Geiranger
experience has left me feeling exhilarated and wanting to
do it again. The two day experience tickled every one of
my senses leaving a story to tell that needs a multimedia
presentation. And after a lovely overnight stop, we were
making a rendez-vous with friends.
Although not before a recommended route from our
community, just a matter of miles away. And this Route
Fv258 was about to blow my mind beyond any description
that words alone could attempt.

Our Route 6

Route Fv258
Stop often along this short
route, just 16 miles
(27km). Actual duration
was 90 minutes.
Although it requires time,
silence, reflection and
possibly an overnight it is
so beautiful.
Suggested time 4 hours to
encompass an overnight.
A word of caution;
3/4 of this road is
unpaved, narrow with
some potholes. Although it
can be easily navigated
with caution. There are
plenty of passing places.
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Shepherd’s hut, Gamle Strynfjellsvegen

GAMLE STRYNFJELLSVEGEN - ROUTE FV 258
Google Maps will try and force you to take the main route 15 south
west as you continue your journey from Geiranger. Although if you
want a truly authentic and private exploration, then head towards the
Fv 258 route, that heads just south of the main road.
Yet another Scenic Highway, the Gamle Strynfjellsvegen (the Old
Road) is a landscape like we’ve never seen before. Much of Norway
has a similar dimension and perspective to it, although there was
something about this route that was utterly unique. I felt like we
were on a different plant.
The nature is raw, primal and sublime. I even had to use Thesaurus
to see if there was a word I could use that was more beautiful than
beautiful. Alas sublime was all I could muster. Given that we

travelled this road on a grey, overcast and low-cloud day, I can only
imagine what clear blue skies would do to the scene.
The glaciers are close enough to touch, the lakes and rivers the
most brilliant ice-blue I’ve ever seen and the granite rocks look like
they have been carved by mischievous giants. It’s a true wilderness
and you’ll not share it with so few people. The road is a bit rough
from the upper approach, as it has no tarmac for about 10 miles.
Although once you get to the ski resert and navigate the hairpins
down the valley, the road has been resurfaced. It is narrow in
places and I guess why Google Maps won’t route you this way,
although it’s NOT to be missed. Drive slowly - you’ll not want to do
anything else - and you’ll be ok. There are so many places to park
up overnight, we would come back just for a night stop.
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JOSTEDALSBREEN &
JOTUNHEIMEN

As National Parks go, Jostedalsbreen & Jotunheimen
have to be up there, if for nothing else than sheer
enormity and scale. These aren’t any old Parks - these
are glacial and mountain Record Breakers.
Jostedalsbreen offers mainland Europe’s largest
glacier with the most incredible hikes and adventurous
activities. Jotunheimen is a giant amongst its
neighbouring siblings, claiming northern Europe’s
highest and most impressive mountain pass. These
two beauties are not to be missed.

Our Route 7
Must sees;
* Drive the Olden fjord and
Briksdalen valley
* Hike to Brisksdalen Glacier,
an arm of mainland
Europe’s largest glacier
* Photograph the picturesque
Kleivafossen waterfall
* Drive the Most Scenic Route
55 through the Jotunheimen
National Park
* Experience the highest
mountain pass in northern
Europe
* Visit Lom with its Stave
wooden church which is
one of Norway’s largest.

Distance 120 miles (360km).
Suggested time - minimum
of 4 days
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Oldenvatnet - Jostedalsbreen National Park

OLDEDALEN AND BRIKSDALBREEN GLACIER DRIVE
Leaving the breathtaking Route 258 at Gamle Strynfjellveg, you
could be forgiven for breathing a sigh of relief. The sheer
magnificence of that road left me feeling like a wet rag. And yet in
Norway there is no let up in beauty. Before you know it, you have
turned a corner and boom! Another stunning vista begs your eyes to
take notice. Avoidance is futile.
And this is how it felt for us as we headed for a rendez-vous with
friends into the western edge of the Jostedalsbreen National Park.
Home to the largest glacier in Norway. Nestled in between the
world’s two longest fjords, the drive up this ‘one road in and one
road out’ fjord is, in itself, memorable. With low clouds and mist
creating a moody image with dramatic lighting, this 13 mile (21km)

road is simply incredible. Norway’s weather is always unpredictable,
even in the height of summer, and yet this can often add to the
canvas in front of you. So never fear if it is overcast.
Whilst, in principle, this drive should only take 30 minutes, with
photo opportunities along the way, allow at least an hour. Add to this
the need to pull in for the coaches making their way to and from the
glacial hike at Briksdalsbre and you simply won’t want, or be able to
rush this journey.
As the mountains on the horizon inch ever closer, you begin to make
out the glacier and one of its fingers that reaches out through the
mountains. This is just the start of your sensory masterclass.
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At the end of the fjord you arrive at the
Briksdalen Valley where your senses
explode. The orchestra of cascading
waterfalls that tumble to the ground and
swollen rivers of glacial melt water that
crash through this narrow valley floor will,
for a moment take centre stage. And then
as the sun peaks through the clouds you
can begin to absorb the surreal sight
before you. The mountains and glacier are
almost close enough to touch.
There is a fabulous campsite that rests at
the end of the valley and offers you direct
access to the Briksdalsbreen Glacier hike,
an arm of the Jostedalsbreen Glacier
This is one of the most scenic hikes in
Norway, offering the most photographed
Kleivafossen Waterfall. This 35 metre
cascade dumps of over 100 litres of water
per second, so you can imagine the sound
and the spray. It’s a fabulous experience.
The 1.8 mile (3km) hike is stretching
although open to all abilities, taking 90
mins return. Farmers took visitors up by
horse and cart until 2004 when they were
replaced by the Troll train. This runs from
May to October leaving just 700 metres to
reach the glacial viewing point. It costs £20
return pp or £12 one way. The hike is free.
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Route 55 Jotunheimen National Park

JOTUNHEIMEN NATIONAL PARK - SCENIC ROUTE 55
Our eighth Most Scenic Route in Norway was the 55 from Sogndal
to Lom. We drove just half of the full route, that back in the day, was
a historical life-line connection from Bergen to Trondheim. It was a
vital trading route where salt and fish were transported east and
leather and butter west. It was a treacherous route back then,
especially in winter. Still today, the stone cairns are visible, guiding
travellers during snowfall.
These days it is a tourist route that attracts motorists and cyclists
looking for a stretching ride. The experience takes you on a journey
through the raw landscape of the Jotunheimen National Park and
Norway’s highest mountain range, Sognefjell peaking at 1434m,.
This makes Route 55 the highest Pass in northern Europe.

The section we drove was 85 miles (137km) in length and we did it
in a day. Although that didn’t allow for any stops or hikes other than
lunch. Our weather, the day we travelled, was overcast, dull and
cold, so we decided to leave exploring this region more for another
trip. There are certainly plenty of hiking opportunities around here.
Littered with ‘Restplass’ you are compelled to take in the enormity of
the land versus the sky, where the battle for supremacy rages each
moment in time. Worthy of a visit is the Sognefjellet
Sommarskisenter - Visitor centre and Ski Resort. It’s an idyllic place
to walk, reflect and photograph in the right light.
We would do this drive again, as tiredness and poor conditions
impacted certainly on my experience of this wilderness landscape.
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And before you leave this ever-changing
mountain scenery, you must marvel at the
wooden beauty at Lom.
This Stave church pictured above, is one of
Norway’s largest, and the triple nave
structure is the oldest church structure in
Norway. Lom’s church dates back to 12th
century and whilst it had a make-over in
17th century and again in 1933, the history
that is etched in the fibres of each piece of
timber is clear.
This is a popular and magnificent piece of
architecture. Whilst you must pay to go
inside the church, walking around the
outside is free.
Lom is known for its restaurants and
cuisine, so if you have time, it is worth
stopping for a bit. And there is camping
next door to the church, beside the river.
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FINAL ROUTE
HEADING SOUTH

After the onslaught of sensory explosions, I have to
admit we were quite exhausted. I never realised that
beauty could be so overwhelming. We had, after seven
weeks reached our limit of vistas, landscapes and
wowing wonders.
It was time to head south towards Sweden’s embrace.
And rather than the E6, we decided on one last
off-piste route over to the E3 and E2, as is our want!
Heading up over yet another mountain range - the
Imsdalen Nature Reserve held one last hurrah!

Route 8

Must-sees

* The mountain pass from
Ringebu to Atna

* The world’s largest
moose at Stor-Elgen

* Kongsvinger 17th
century Fortress
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Imsdalen Nature Reserve hut

RINGEBU TO ATNA
Heading east to come south to the Swedish border brought us
across what felt like virgin territory. We saw a few reindeer herders
and that was it, over the course of two hours.
Granite rocks penetrating through the most interesting grasses and
lichens that often looked like frost. It was such an intriguing
landscape and of course we kept our keen eyes open for Ruldoph
and his mates - alas no sightings.
The road ahead of us twisted and turned around the mountain
plateau before plunging us deep into forest. Pine trees became our
road-side cheerleaders as we arrived in the small settlement of Atna.

It really felt as if no tourists ventured this side of Norway’s eastern
edge, as evidence of visitor commerce was nil. How refreshing. It
was a lovely last dunk into Norway’s mountain wilderness and
showed us a face that we would like to explore more next time.
It wasn’t long before we were back into civilisation and the geology
that we had come to love so much in Norway, now just a backdrop.
And then a mere 9 miles (14km) down the road from Atna, keep your
eyes peeled for a Restplass at Stor-Elgen. Take five minutes to
stretch your legs and gawp at the World’s largest moose structure.
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Classed as the ‘bling elk’, Stor-Elgen (The
Big Moose) has just dethroned Mac the
Moose from Saskatchewan, Canada after
holding the record for 31 years - beating
his record by a just a minisule 30 cm. We
understand that there is a record breaking
war underway.

Photos; Top and bottom right - Imsdalen
Nature Reserve.
Bottom left, Stor-Elgen
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Kongsvinger lake, Norway

KONGSVINGER FESTNING

Our final stop before we ran for the border was to check out the
historic Kongsvinger.
Firstly its lake, which you can walk around in an hour, is a little haven
after the sensory explosion of the mountains. Calm, flat, gentle and
peaceful, it was so restorative.
And then we headed into the old town, where the star-fortress
citadel is definitely worth stopping to visit for an hour. Built back in
1673, the fortress has never been taken by an enemy.
Today it offers a hotel resort and museum which is free of charge to
enter.
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The Motoroamers’ Norway - Interactive Map
For more information on our route, click on our personally created Interactive Map. It gives you direct access to our overnight stops,
routes and highlights - all with pictures, commentary and coordinates. Click the image below to access this map now.
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CHECKLIST BEFORE
LEAVING HOME

We imagine that if you are reading this, then Norway is
seriously on your wish list and stories of the
awe-inspiring scenery has you reaching for your map.
And yet the enormity of this Nordic land hits you firmly
between the eyes, as you see its scope on the atlas.
And now questions tumble through your mind about
your road trip.
The next few chapters will help you get all the
knowledge you need to feel informed and confident
about your adventures north & help you prepare.

WHAT TO DO BEFORE LEAVING HOME
Unlike other European countries, Norway needs some planning and
preparation. For those of you like me, that will come easily, although
if you like to wing it, our advice for Norway is, DON’T.
There are a number of things to think about before you pack up and
leave and so we hope that this chapter might set you on a smooth
passage to this Nordic land of dreams. Plus these pointers will make
it significantly cheaper for you. Oh, now I have your attention! Yes,
Norway has a reputation for being expensive, and those rumours are
true to a degree. So if there’s anything we can do to help make it
less of an impact on your purse, then we’ll do it. So here we go!
Here is our basic Before you Leave checklist for your road-trip of a
lifetime.

1. Assess the time you have available for your trip
2. Plan your entry into Norway accordingly
3. Register for your Autopass Ferry Discount Card
4. Sort out your EPC registration – Euro Parking Collection
5. Think about Currency and Prepaid Cash Cards
6. What to do if your vehicle is over 3.5T
7. If you are travelling with a dog, cat or ferret!
Let’s take each one of these elements in turn and explain the detail.
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1. Assess the time you have available for your trip
We support the notion that you must, ‘Travel when you can, as far
as you can and for as long as you can’. Not everyone has the
luxury, as we do, of being full-time. Although having had seven
weeks touring Norway, we have come to respect its vastness. Whilst
it may seem like a great idea to pop to Norway for a couple of
weeks, if you are coming from the UK, then it is worth doing a reality
check.

Whilst four hours on the road may sound achievable, when
translated into Norway travelling, you can expect 4
hours to be more like 6. Add the concentration
factor required for mountain driving and it creates a
completely different type of travel strategy.
There’s more than enough to see in southern Norway. Travelling is
tiring and we say that from experience.

You need to allow between four-five days to get to
Norway, with your starting point at Calais; and that’s
driving at least four hours per day, without any
sightseeing. That’s no mean feat and will significantly eat
into your allocated time.
Norway is long and thin. The main arterial E6, which goes from
Trelleborg in southern Sweden all the way to Kirkenes on the
Russian border, is a whopping 1,950 miles (3,140km) long . And it
takes 40-50 hours to drive. That will give you a sense of Norway’s
enormity. And when you deviate off-piste to where, let’s face it all the
best scenery hides, then you need to build in long and winding
fjords, mountain passes and ferries. There is no going anywhere fast
in Norway especially given the scenery.
We do implore you to be wise with your time and plan realistically for
your trip. Take into account travel time to and from Norway. And
then look sensibly and what you can achieve with the remaining time
you have. Don’t overstretch yourselves and, if necessary stay south.

2. Plan your entry into Norway accordingly
We will, for the purposes of this ebook, assume that you are
travelling to Norway in your car with tent, by camper, RV or
motorhome. From this point we can now look at the main entry
points into Norway. This will allow you to judge the best route given
your available time.
There are four main entry points;
1. By ferry from Denmark to south Norway or Sweden.
2. By ferry from northern Germany to Denmark/Sweden.
4. By road, crossing Denmark’s Øresund Bridge into Sweden,
entering Norway just north of Strömstad or across a number of other
Swedish entry points along the border all the way north to Absiko..
4. Through Finland and northern Russian at Kirkenes.
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Denmark options
1. Hirtshals is the most popular route for easy and direct access
into Norway. Served by 10 daily sailings to a range of destinations
that include Bergen, Kristiansand, Stavanger, Langesund & Larvik.
The ferry durations range from 2.5hrs for Kristiansand to 16hrs to
Bergen. Prices will obviously depend upon the season you travel
and the length of your vehicle. For more information click here.

Perhaps Rostock to either Trelleborg or Gedser in Denmark might
work better for you. The latter means you avoid one of the two
Danish bridges (Storbælt). Although you will still need to cross the
Øresund Bridge to get into Sweden. Rostock offers up to 18 daily
sailings with durations from 1.45hrs – Gedser to 6hrs – Trelleborg.
For more information click here.

Øresund Bridge route

The advantage of the Hirtshals route is that it gives you direct

If you would prefer to drive and take in the sights of Sweden’s west

access to southern Norway and the option of entering at one port

coast, which we highly recommend, then crossing the Øresund

and returning from another to give you a circular route. You also

bridge is your option. From mainland Denmark, you travel to Odense

have the opportunity of seeing Denmark, which is well worth

via Middelfart. I mention this because it has one of Denmark’s only

exploring, if you can build in the time. For more information on

LPG stations. (55.492748 9.759738). It’s like gold-dust, so get

Denmark download our free eBook by clicking here.

some!

2. There are other routes via Sweden you could consider, which

Do bear in mind when taking this route that there are two bridges to

include Frederickshavn to Gothenburg, Grenaa to Varberg

cross. The Storebælt and the Øresund, both of which are toll

or Helsingør to Helsingborg. The latter is the quickest way to cross

roads. The Storebælt is a beautiful 11 mile (18km) structure that is

the water, taking just 20 minutes. For information on this route

payable at a Toll Booth, payable by cash, Euros, Krone or credit

click here.

card. Prices are based on the length and height of your vehicle.

Germany Route

Based on 2019 prices for a camper/motorhome over 6m long and

We will make an assumption that we are focusing on travel from
within UK and Europe. With that in mind, you could sail
from Travemünde to Malmö or Trelleborg in Sweden.

max 3.5T it will cost €52; €85 if you are under 10m and over 3.5T.
Make sure you take your Registration paperwork in case of any
dispute about charges based on your length. (Remember you must
include any trailers or bicycle racks in your total length).
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The Øresund Bridge is a magnificent piece of engineering. It’s a

and the ferries are FREE. Wild camping in Sweden is so easy and

road and rail route to Sweden and is just under 10 miles (16km) long

although there are some restrictions in this National Park area, we

including the tunnel. This is another Toll Bridge and if you plan on

found places to stop without any issues.

returning from Norway this way, then it is worth buying a Bropas. It’s
an annual pass that costs around £37 to register, although it will
save you 50% on each of your crossings. Given the fee to cross is

3. Register for your Autopass Ferry Discount Card

€124 (summer price – out of season is slightly cheaper) and if you
return this way, the Bropas is worth having. If you are unsure about
your route home, then we would recommend simply paying the
one-way fee.

This is a critical action point to tick off your list before you
leave home. This is a new scheme since January 2019, so
this is brand new information that will save you HUGE
pennies on your Nordic budget. And I mean HUGE – up to
50% discount.

If you book your Øresund ticket ON-LINE at least one hour
before you cross, this will save you 10%. Here’s the link. The

Norway’s lifeline is its ferries. Without them life would become very

purchase is valid for up to 30 days should your plans

congested and difficult. Using the ferry system will be very much

change.

part of your Norway travel strategy. So here are some important
steps that we highly recommend to getting registered for your
Discount Card.

Once in Sweden then it is very easy to pick up the E6 from Malmö
and blast up to the Norway border just north of Strömstad. This will

The essence of this card is that you;

take you a minimum of 5 hours from tip to toe. So if you can, we

1. Log on to the Autopass website and register with your home

would highly recommend taking the scenic route and extend your

address and vehicle licence plate. Autopass then send you a

stay by 2-3 days. Experiencing the beautiful west coast of Sweden

confirmation email within a couple of days, giving you an IBAN

is a must in our book. The Bohulsän region is incredible with

and Swift number. This is so that you can send a deposit amount

archipelago stretching from Gothenburg to the Kosterhavnet

to your account allowing ferry payment, like a bank card.

National Park on the Norwegian border. We adored our time here
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2. Then you arrange an international transfer of 3,500NOK (£325.00)
to your Autopass account. We did this through our online
banking with Barclays. There will be a small cost to do this based
on your bank’s International Transfer arrangement. Within 3-4
working days you are then able to access your Autopass account
and see your deposit funds. They will take 27NOK for the printing
and sending of the plastic card to your home address.
3. Once funds have been received they then send your card to your
home address within 7-10 days. Hence why it is important to
co-ordinate this BEFORE you leave home. This little golden
nugget then needs to be presented to the ferry ticket person

you getting this card. At the time of writing this Autopass Tag is not

when you arrive at the Norway ferry ports. The ticket man swipes

an either/or scheme.

your card and payment is taken like a credit card. No cash is
needed. It’s as simple as that. You can check your accounts for
the bills that appear within a week.
4. At the end of your trip, you simply log into your account and

It’s worth mentioning that we did come across one
problem where our card wasn’t recognised and we had
to pay by credit card. We advised Autopass of this and
they asked for a photo of the receipt and agreed to
refund us the 50% discount we should have received.

terminate the card and all money remaining is refunded back to
your nominated bank account within 30 days.
Thanks to one of our community - Mike thanks for the heads up, as
of January 2020, a small number of ferries are accepting payment
with their Autopass Tag Scheme. Although please not that this
scheme is not available on all ferries, so you will STILL need your
discount card to get your full 50% discount. So we still recommend

4. Sort out your EPC Account – Toll requirement
Another cost to plan for, before you leave home, is Norway’s tolls.
Roads, some tunnels and a few bridges have automated tolls and
whilst they’re not expensive, you are required to pay them as a
foreign vehicle.
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Every toll, bar one, is operated by Vehicle License Recognition. So
cameras pick up your licence plate and EPC, on behalf of Norway’s
road system, will invoice you through information registered with the
DVLA. Whilst registration with EPC isn’t obligatory, it’s worth doing so
that you can access your accounts and manage the bills. You can
also assign a credit card to your account so that automatic payment
is taken. Otherwise invoices will be sent to either your home address
or you can nominate an email address to get them sent directly.
A word of caution. It takes over three months for the bills to come
through. We suggest that you write down the toll fees you pass
through – the costs are clearly indicated on the road signs, so that

5.Think about Currency or Pre-paid Cash Card

you can check the bills when they eventually come through.
Norway, and in fact both Denmark and Sweden all have their own
You can find out more and arrange registration with EPC by clicking
this link Euro Parking Collection. It’s worth doing so that your
passage through Norway is automated and simple.

The only toll that you physically have to pay at a Toll

currency. Whilst there are some places that accept Euros, these are
generally few and far between – and only in very touristy areas. So
make sure you arm yourselves with some NOK – Norwegian Krone.

The amount of cash you need depends on your length of

Booth is on entering the Atlantic Highway Route 64

stay and what your preferred style of overnight stops is. If

at Kristiansund on the west coast.

you prefer wild camping then you’ll need no more than
£20 of Krone per month, giving you around 220NOK
(@8/2019).
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Whilst most of Scandinavia is a cash-less society, there are times

6. What to do if your vehicle is over 3.5T

when having a bit of cash is appropriate. For example some Marina
Aires have an honesty-box payment system where you pop your
money into an envelope. And some campsite washing machines
require coin operation. Everything else requires card payment!

Norway’s road and ferry charges are all about length. So generally
speaking you would see <6m, 6.1-7.00m, 7.01-8.00m, 8.01-9m and
>10m. If your vehicle is over 8m and over 3.5T, you may need to
think about an electronic TAG device.

If you would rather stay on Marina Aires then you may need
significantly more cash. The few Aires we stayed on were between
150-200NOK per night so that will give you a feel for what you might
need to take with you. For all other payments we used our pre-paid
cash card from Caxton – others are of course available.
A point to make with regards paying for diesel at Petrol Stations with
your pre-paid cash card.

As our vehicle is 3.5T we have no direct experience to share with
you other than talking to friends who travelled to Norway with their
9m truck plus a motorbike trailer.

At the very least we wanted to

pass on this information to you. We hope it helps.
Norway’s motorway sensors for the tolls are all about the size of
your vehicle. This means that you need some form of electronic
device if you are over 3.5T to ensure that you receive the M1

For every fill up we had a deposit amount taken from our
account and our statement showed up as PENDING. This
is a security deposit and is returned to your account as
soon as payment has been received by the supplier.
So don’t be anxious if you see a larger amount appearing on your

category for motorhomes which are being used for leisure vehicles.
A Tag system is the best option and there are a number
of companies who supply this physical device. Our
friends chose EasyGo+ Brobizz as it can be used in both
Scandinavia and Austria.

statement than your receipt shows. It will be refunded within 5

You make your application online from the website, sending them a

working days, often it is a lot quicker than this.

copy of your V5 and your emissions’ category, if this is not listed on
your V5. They then set up a contract for you and a Tag device is
sent to you within 10 days of your application. The beauty of this
system is that you can use this device for your tolls (for which you
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also get a discount), ferries and across the bridges in Denmark. So

requirements from an official source. Please read this so you are fully

it does have some advantages and of course is a necessity if your

aware of what is needed to comply.

vehicle is over 3.5T. Our friends said it was very efficient, with bills
coming through within 48hrs of their crossing through a toll.

Obviously things may evolve during the course of Brexit
conversations, although at the time of writing (January 2020) these
are the regulations you must follow. Please refer back to the website,

7. If you are travelling with a dog, cat or ferret!

post-Brexit discussions to assess the latest information.

Although we are not pet owners, I think it’s important to make a note
here for those of you who are planning to travel to Norway with pets.

For owners of pets entering or returning to Norway from
the United Kingdom (UK): as of January 31, 2020, if there
is no ratified deal between the UK and EU, the UK is likely
to be treated as an unlisted (high-rabies) country under the

And finally - Stocking up before you leave
Everyone recommends you do it! We read reports from others about
how they carried huge amounts of tins and stock items to make sure
they didn’t go hungry. And of course, without the benefit of hindsight
– we too did the same.

EU Pet Travel Scheme. If this is the case, then a titer

With a crate of goodies in the garage, our cupboards bulging and

test will be required a minimum of 3 calendar months in

the freezer rammed, we can honestly look back and giggle at our

advance of travel to any EU Member State from the UK.

shopping exploits. I even decided to master bread baking; coming

Your pet will also need an EU health certificate issued by
a licensed veterinarian within 10 days of travel. Your pet
will need to enter the EU at an approved Border Inspection

prepared with yeast, bread flour and a great home-made recipe.
Our Norwegian philosophy was, we’ll dry out and loose weight
because our eating/drinking habits would surely have to change!

For absolute clarity and your own piece of mind, here is the website

I am pleased to say that we neither lost weight nor dried out

that provides all the important information for vaccination

because it wasn’t anywhere near as costly as we thought it would
be. Our ‘End of the World’ stock piling was not completely
necessary.
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That said, here are my Top 20 essentials to buy before you leave
home, either because they are hard to get or because they are

10.Tomato/Brown sauce and Mayonnaise.
11.Dried sachets of coconut milk (easier to store).

expensive. Of course the caveat here is that these are food items
that we use a lot in our cooking, so they may not appeal to your
tastes. And of course it depends how long you are visiting. Here’s

12.Tubes of puréed condiments such as ginger, lemongrass, chilli.
13.Tuna/pilchards/sardines – make great lunches.

our Camping Cuisine Cookbook for recipe inspiration before you
set off.

14.Long-life milk for emergencies.
15.Condiments such as Balsamic Vinegar, Olive Oil, Soy Sauce,

Top 20 List of Pre-Norway Food Essentials
1. Your favourite herbs.
2. Salad cream – difficult to find in Norway.
3. Wine, beer and sprits.
4. Meats – we brought lamb mince, chicken livers for pâté and
risotto, chicken breasts and bacon as they are VERY expensive.
5. Pistachios -they’re hard to get in Norway.

Sweet Chilli Sauce and Hoi Sin.
16.Tins of vegetables because fresh veg is more expensive.
17.Flour/Cornflour.
18.Risotto rice/Basmati.
19.English Mustard/Worcester sauce/Bovril – No Bovril to be found!
20.Hard cheese is difficult to get, although you can buy grated
packets.

6. Honey and sugar – they are a lot more expensive.
The bottom line is, don’t panic – you don’t need to bring as much as
7. Butter – definitely cheaper in UK.
8. Coffee and tea bags.
9. Cartons of legumes & pulses (they are light and easy to store)
and bulk out meals nicely.

you think.
Norway is not a member of the EU and so has strict Duty Free limits.
So if you cross into the country from the south coast ports, do be
cautious. As we crossed back from Norway into Sweden south of
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Oslo on the E6, we didn’t see any hard-border checks there. These

Norway’s supermarkets are without doubt more expensive, although

strict checks do seem to only be off the Denmark ferry routes.

think Waitrose rather than Lidl prices.
We were pleasantly surprised about how shopping in Norway did

A word of caution. Depending on where you cross into
Norway, there are credible reports from both locals and
travellers that Customs Officers are a bit frisky with
searching vans for excess supplies. Especially, we hear,
off the Hirtshals’ ferries from Denmark, with strip searches

not break the bank and we had loads of supplies left over. Don’t
weigh down your van with unnecessary items.
We have more on shopping once you are in Norway together with a
full Shopping and Price List in the next chapter.

being carried out. Do be aware of bringing over excess
alcohol on these routes.
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13

NORWAY
PRACTICALITIES

With all the pre-plans in place, you can begin to look
ahead to some of the other practicalities around
travelling to and around Norway with ease.
This chapter is devoted to all things Norway; from what
it’s like driving, sleeping, budgets and, generally how
to make this northern beauty your home for a while.

Arriving
As we mentioned in the last section, there are a number of entry
points that heralds the start of your Nordic adventures. Although let’s
take this down to another level.
Whilst Norway is not part of Europe, it is part of the Schengen Zone so
arrival as a non-EU citizen may require a visa if you are staying for
longer than 90 days. Please check your country travel requirements
before travel. For UK citizens, under the Brexit terms, as we know at
the time of writing, travellers will be allowed 90 days travel although
this is likely not be enforced until 2021.
If you are travelling from the UK, there is no direct ferry to Norway or
any part of Scandinavia, so your crossings would take you from either:

* Dover/Folkestone - Calais
* Newhaven - Dieppe
* Harwich - Hook of Holland
* Hull - Zeebrugge/Rotterdam
Routes to Norway are, as we have already said, very much a personal
choice and dependent upon the time you have available for your trip.
We took our time through The Netherlands and visited Giethoorn and
Bourtange, both highly recommended diversions.
We then headed up to Wischhafen as we wanted to avoid driving
around Hamburg and any potential Green Zone issues.
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Most direct route from Rotterdam to
Denmark via Hamburg using
motorways.

The scenic route that takes in the
Wischhafen ferry across the Elbe. This is
such a great crossing and costs just €20
for a 30 minute sailing.

Check out our Video on the ferry here.
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Getting around Norway safely
So after all those months of planning, you have finally arrived at your
dream destination. Norway yeah! Here are a few essentials
about getting around Norway safely.

The Road System
The road network is reasonable in Norway. I would give it 6/10.
Denmark and Sweden are better, although Norway is passable.

The key thing to remember about Norway’s roads is that there are
always some sort of repairs happening. Given that the conditions are
so bad from November to March, they use the summer months to
repair and strengthen their roads. So be prepared for long stretches
of road-works and delays.
We got caught up on a road where they were shoring up the side of a
mountain and they required 2 hour periods to do their work. So watch
your SatNav and the road signs to avoid big delays that might impact
on your precious time in Norway.
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We also experienced 40 miles of intermittent resurfacing on the
arterial E6, which made for a horrible journey south. And we had to
pay for the privilege of it too.
Otherwise the main roads we found decent enough. If, like us you
enjoy getting off the beaten track, then the road quality does
become markedly differently and the roads tend to be more narrow.
Passable, although narrow. So driving with caution and slowly are
the name of the game. This is why you don’t get anywhere quickly in
Norway.
One thing we came to value perversely, on all roads in Scandinavia,
are the rumble strips you get on the white lines in the middle and at
the right-hand edge. We all have momentary lapses in concentration
and a slight wander left or right happens to us all, let’s face it.
Especially with all these magnificent views.
Although you are soon corrected and so accidents by wandering
vehicles, are prevented by these rumble strips. A sensory warning
to adjust your road position! They send vibrations right up your
bottom!
A word on Norway’s motorways! They’re not really motorways as we
know them. The main E roads, such as E6 are often just single lane
roads for much of the time. There are occasions when they are two
or three lanes, especially around cities, although never for long.
Some of the lesser used fjord roads, that we love to drive to get
away from the ‘norm’ were not such good quality. Although I must be
clear on the context of this statement. If I was to compare Norway
roads to say, Italy, then Norway would come out on top, so it is all
relative.

Certainly we never felt uncomfortable driving any of the roads, even
the mountain passes were easy to navigate. Although we did find
that the drivers were less courteous than their Nordic neighbours
and were certainly less patient.

Their summer season is short; late May to end of August.
And of course this, therefore, makes it a more popular time
to visit. Although out of the high season, weather conditions
can have a serious impact on the roads. So being prepared
for changing conditions especially if you choose a spring or
autumn visit is imperative.

Winter Driving
We think it is also important to make a comment about the seasonal
impact on driving in Norway.
Whilst we visited in July/August, there was still plenty of snow
around in the north up on the mountains, although none of this
caused us any issues on the road network. This could well change
through the unpredictable shoulder seasons September and May. Of
course September could be lovely, it just becomes unpredictable.
We know people who have travelled through the autumn without too
many issues. Although given its northerly position, mindful
navigation in these months are recommended. At the very least take
snow socks with you to get you out of trouble. Winter tyres are not
needed if you go between June and September, although being
prepared is suggested especially the further north you travel.
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And unless you have a fully winterised van, winter in Norway should
be avoided. Partly because it is dark for most of the day and also
because of the treacherous conditions. Many of the routes we profile
in the first half of this book are closed from November to March. So
plan your trip and routes carefully, and be prepared for conditions to
change quickly.

Tolls
As we have already mentioned, the tolls are generally well marked
and obvious. Make sure you take a note of the toll fee and date you
travel so you can cross-check it on your EPC invoice three months
down the line.
We found that on the E6, tolls popped up indiscriminately and we
decided that this was because of the road repairs and raising funds
for the work.

Otherwise you are notified of the toll payments well in advance - on
the whole. You will generally pay on average 30Kr for a 3.5T van,
that’s about £2.50. So they are not expensive.

Bridges and Tunnels
Two of the many things Norway does brilliantly are its bridges and
tunnels. Architectural and engineering design are second to none.
Arched roadways that cross the thousands of miles of fjords, whilst
tunnels bore themselves through the unforgiving rock, offer a lifeline
to travellers. The experience of these incredible structures feels like
an education in itself.
Tunnel lengths vary from just a few metres to our longest one, which
was 8 miles! Friends travelled through the Gudvanden tunnel on
the E16, in west Norway (60.888023 6.863913) and in August 2019
reported that the road surface was broken up for about 2.5 miles in
the middle of the 7 mile length. So this might be one to check out
prior to travelling.
In the north we found the tunnels were less… what shall we say…
refined as their southern comrades. The walls are not coated and
smooth, they are, quite literally, a hole through the mountain sides.
So a little courage and a bit of praying that nothing was coming the
other way, was needed at times. Certainly the longer tunnels in the
south are of a much better quality, we found, with good lighting and
plenty of information about your position in the tunnel.
If you are in the north around Tromsø, enjoy the delights of having a
roundabout in a tunnel. Now that is a mind-blowing experience.
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Green Zones
There are two zones to be mindful of in Norway; Bergen and Oslo.
So we recommend that, as with all European Green Zones that you
park on the outside of the area and take public transport. Otherwise
you might get caught up in unexpected fines without the right
paperwork.

• Alcohol laws are very strict, and penalties for driving under the
influence are severe. The legal limit is 0,02% blood alcohol and
applies to the driver of any motorised vehicle.
• Norway has a human-oriented traffic culture that puts pedestrians
and cyclists first. You will be expected to slow down or stop, and
cyclists may not always follow traffic regulations.
• Third-party insurance is compulsory.

Road Safety
Quoted from the Visit Norway website, here are the current speed
restrictions for driving in Norway.
“In general, the Norwegian speed limit is 80 kilometres per hour,
except for in built-up areas or town centres, where it is 50 kilometres
per hour unless otherwise stated. It can be as low as 30 kilometres
per hour in residential areas, and as high as 110 kilometres per hour
on certain dual carriageways and motorways. Of course, certain
conditions may warrant much lower speeds, for instance in low
visibility or on slippery roads.
Heavy vehicles (over 3.5 tonnes) and vehicles towing caravans or
trailers may not exceed 80 kilometres per hour regardless of the
local limit. Camping cars under 7.5 tonnes are excepted from this
rule and are allowed to follow indicated speed limits as other
vehicles. If the caravan or trailer is not equipped with brakes, the
maximum speed is 60 kilometres per hour.

A few rules are worth noting when driving in Norway: "

• Use of mobile phones whilst driving is an offence, and can land
you in a lot of trouble – even if you don’t have an accident..
• Tyres - Use of winter tyres is allowed from 1 November until the
first Sunday after Easter Sunday. In the northern counties winter
tyres are allowed from 15 October–1 May. Vehicles over 3.5 tonnes
or more must carry snow chains if ice or snow is expected. The
cities of Trondheim and Oslo have a fee for city centre driving with
winter tyres, due to their pollution.
• In case of a breakdown or an accident, all vehicles must have at
least one high-visibility vest and a warning triangle.
• Emergency telephones can be found on mountain stretches and in
tunnels. For 24 hour salvage or technical assistance, three of the
largest roadside assistance companies in Norway are:
NAF: (+47) 23 21 31 00
Falck: (+47) 02 222
Viking: (+47) 06 000
• Dipped headlights are compulsory at all times.
For more information check out this website.
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Diesel and LPG
Norway has plenty of Petrol Stations even through the fjords.
Although our advice is always fill up when you can so that if
suddenly resources become scarce you don’t have a problem.
Interestingly, LPG stations are less frequent, although sufficient we
found for our needs. Travelling to Norway in the summer means
generally little heating is required; so our two 11kg tanks lasted us
4-5 weeks, roughly. If you come during the autumn then you may
need to be more mindful of where your LPG stations are, given that
the weather is more unpredictable and snow can come early to this
Nordic northland. We use the App LPG.eu and Maps.me to check
where the nearest stations are.

LPG stations are not housed within Petrol
Stations. They are separate entities, usually found
in Industrial zones on the outskirts of towns.

We were interested to watch the price of diesel over our seven
weeks. The first observation was that the price was actually cheaper
in Norway than Sweden. We averaged between 13.39 and
16.05NOK (£1.22 – £1.46). All stations were self-service and a
majority of them payable at the pump rather than in a kiosk.
One thing to remind you about is that in Denmark, Norway and
Sweden a deposit is taken from your card of roughly 800 Krone,
irrespective of what you spend. This is then refunded to your card
within 2-5 working days.

So don’t be shocked at the amounts on your statement. We suggest
keeping hold of your receipts until the held amount is refunded in
case of dispute. Although we always had ours refunded.
The second observation is that the price can change within an hour
– so if you see it cheap, buy it – even if you don’t have an empty
tank. And that change could be up to 1NOK so it makes a difference
to your pocket.
And finally, Sunday was always a cheap petrol day – we’re not sure
if this was just coincidence although we often saw prices change
come Monday morning. So worth watching out for.
There doesn’t seem to be any one petrol station cheaper than
another, so just go for the cheap prices when you see them, is our
advice.
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Navigating Norway’s Ferries
As we have already discussed, the ferries in Norway are vital and
very much part of the culture. And so talking about ferries and how
to navigate them effectively, really does deserve a whole section.
Unless you drive almost totally on the E6 arterial road, you will at
some point need to use a ferry.
Here are a few pointers for easing your ferry journey.
• Of the 8 ferries we experienced they were all incredibly efficient,
and frequent. We never seem to be waiting long, especially once
we were south of Bodø, where the schedules are regular. I guess
because the ferries are shipping cargo lorries as well as leisure
vehicles, you can see why their frequency is important.

• For 5 out of our 8 ferries, we were able to use our Discount Card.
The ferries up in the northern region of Troms have their
own discount scheme and the Autopass discount does not apply.
More on this over the page.
• There is a lane queuing system for each ferry and, depending
upon your position in the queue, you will either get on the current
ferry or automatically be first on the next scheduled sailing.
• In terms of payment, generally a ticket collector came to us whilst
we were waiting in the queue and took our card. On the odd
occasion we would see the ticket collector on board the ferry.
• Ferry’s in the high season will run late into the night, although
during the shoulder seasons, may run a more limited service.
Click here for specific information about individual ferries.
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One HUGE tip though for the Troms ferries. DO
NOT buy your ticket through the app UNTIL you know
you can get on board the ferry. There is a time limit to the
ticket purchase and it is important to only press the BUY
button once you are securely parked on the boat.
Otherwise payment may run out before the ferry arrives.
For the Troms’ ferries you need to present your ticket
onboard at the ticket desk onboard the boat. You simply
show your confirmation from the app and that’s it!

•
Embarkation and disembarkation were swift, painless and,
given most ferries’ capacity was about 50 vehicles, we could
generally assess whether we would make it on. There are toilets
and some refreshment facilities, depending on the length of the
journey, and we were allowed to get out of the vehicle and move
around. We saw pets being taken up on deck too, especially
important for the longer ferries.

• And last and by no means least, the ferry to Senja
from Brensholmen is the smallest ferry we travelled on with only
room for 21 vehicles. So we strongly recommend that you
check the schedule. This was our first ferry and we were lucky that
we happened to be vehicle 11. We had no idea how large the ferry
capacity was and there were only a couple of ferries a day. So you
could end up waiting hours if you get your timing wrong.

• You are required to turn off your gas for each journey.
• For the Troms ferries in the north, they have their own system
and the Ferry Discount Card does not apply. We suggest that you
download the Troms Mobillett App which entitles you to a 25%
saving on all ferries in the region. It is also a facility you can use for
taking the bus whilst visiting Tromsø. So it’s a great resource.
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All Things Camping
Norway is a dream to take a motorhome to and with all this
travelling, you will want somewhere to rest your heads. And one
thing that Norway does incredibly well is wild camping. We had
some amazing spots alongside fjords with dolphins, no other people
and complete tranquility. It’s what camping dreams are made of.
Campsites
If you prefer campsites there are enough of those to go around,
although you may need to plot your journey a little more carefully on

a day to day basis. I say this only because they are not on every
street corner and so you may find yourself driving a long way to get
to a site that is either booked or a longer journey than you had
intended. The Norwegian Hospitality Association (NHO Reiseliv)
has classified its camping sites with a rating system from 1 to 5
stars. Check this website for more info.
Even in high season, the three campsites that we stayed at were not
fully booked, which surprised me and people rarely stayed long
interestingly. I guess there’s just too much to see, so campsites
become very transient. Their prices ranged from 250NOK (around
£21 per night) to 425NOK (£36) for Tromsø city campsite. They were
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always of an excellent standard run by helpful and friendly people
who spoken excellent English. Check out Search for Sites.

Wild Camping
For wild camping lovers, Norway is heaven on a plate. For our
overnighters, we generally used Park4Night although it was easy to
find our own homes along the way. We were often guided by the trail
of other motorhomes, finding ourselves commenting ‘Oh well done,
nice spot’. Or when we were tired and grumpy, ‘Oh damn that would
have been perfect!’ Either way, a place to call home is never hard to
find in Norway.
With Norway’s Allemannsretten – Every man’s right to roam, you
can pretty much park overnight anywhere. As long as it is 150m
away from any house and not on private land. You are generally
allowed to stay for one night, although there are some mountain
places where you can certainly stay longer, simply because you are
in the middle of no-where.

Other camping options

Motorhome Services
The next obvious next question is what about services?
We found plenty of options. Norway is set up very much like France.
They quite simply welcome motorhomes with open arms.
Interestingly as you drive around the country, almost 1 in 3 houses
had motorhomes parked in their drives, so it is big business even for
the locals. So filling up and emptying was really never a big issue or
a stress for us during our seven weeks, except on the Lofoten
Islands.
• We found that lots of garages had free services.
• There are regular places in towns that offer facilities too and of
course...
• There are campsite options and many of the Restplass offered free
services.
Otherwise even on Senja in the north, getting our van serviced was
a complete breeze. We never worried about getting water or
emptying our black waste. We do have the luxury of two cassettes,
which makes a difference, although still we didn’t find any issues.

• Bobil havn or Restplass - Norway does have some designated
parking areas for motorhomes. They vary in their standards,
although many have toilets and some services.
• Marina Parking - Norway has a lot of coastline which lends itself
to marinas. And for visitors, these also often come with paid
parking areas for motorhomes, with EHU. They have a variety of
facilities, like showers and washing machines, which are payable
through an honesty box and cost around 150NOK (£12.00).
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Cost of Living
The topic you have all been waiting for. With battles in your mind
about the costs for visiting Norway and doubts about your budget,
this section will be really important. And we hope we can put your
mind to rest, just a little. See over the page for a more detailed
breakdown of every cost we had in our seven weeks.
• Diesel averaged around 14.68NOK (£1.25 per litre)
• LPG was around 7.35NOK (.63p). You will need to use the
bayonet attachment for LPG in Norway.

• Food bills for our seven week stay was £620, which is a weekly
average of £88.00, which is less than I would have spent in UK.
Whilst this didn’t encompass my ‘stock piling’ bill, on a weekly
basis, I thought this was reasonable.
• Norway is the most expensive country in Europe when it comes
to alcohol. So be prepared for this if you like a tipple. As an
example, Myles bought some beers without checking the prices,
the result of which was 16 beers for £60. So bring your own
booze. Although as I mentioned earlier - if you travel by ferry
from Denmark you are likely to encounter Customs checks.
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• Entrance Frees and Attractions. So much of what makes Norway
unique is the ‘outdoors’ and is, therefore free. So going into
museums, unless this is, of course your thing, isn’t totally
necessary to your cultural experience. I recognise that I offer this
statement as non-museum fans, although we have been known to
nip into the odd one along the way, if it is value for money.
One of the great things about Norway is that most of the car parks
are free. So visiting the sights, for example on the Trollstiegen Pass
and Geiranger were all free. Visiting the outdoor WW2 museum at
Bud on the west coast, free. Driving the 18 Scenic roads, free bar
one – The Atlantic Coastal Way has a toll fee payable.
That said there are some activities that are worthy of your pennies,
depending on what you love. For me I love wildlife so I did indulge in
one Sea Safari, which was a real highlight. Here’s a list of all our
activities:

a short ferry boat across Holandsfjorden. This cost us 200NOK per
person return for the 15 minute journey. You can hire bicycles for
80NOK for 3 hours, or take your own on the ferry for no additional
cost. You can access the glacier from end of May to end of
September.
• Hiking Norway’s largest glacier Jostedal – You can hike up
close to this glacial giant directly from the campsite, which costs
250NOK per night. Alternatively you can take the tourist train up
the mountain, which costs 115NOK one way and 230NOK return
per adult.
So as you can see by their absence, entrance fees do not need to
be a major spending concern, because so much of your Norwegian
experience will be enjoying the outdoors - which is totally free to
man and beast.

• Sea Safaris to see Puffins, Whales and Sea Eagles are a popular
trip from many spots around the northern coast particularly. We
had a Rib trip for an evening of puffin watching on the island of
Andøya. It is the biggest colony of puffins in Europe and it was
worth every single penny of our 495NOK per person. It was a
bucket list for me, so up there in terms of value. For more
information, you can click here.
• Svartisen Glacier Hike. Along the Scenic Route Fv17 is Norway’s
second largest glacier, Svartisan. An arm of this magnificent
glacier is Engabreen and of Norway’s 2,500 glaciers, is one of the
most accessible. It can also be seen from the road and is one of
the best examples of a glacier almost reaching the sea, in northern
Europe. There are a couple of hiking options, all of which requires
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Our Spending Breakdown
Spending

Price in £

Comments

Food

£620

This doesn’t include items from my ‘stock piling’, purchased during regular weekly
shops. Gestimate an additional £200.

Diesel

£518

This is based on covering approximately 3,000 miles from our entry at Abisko to our
exit at Seläter.

LPG

£82

Ferries

£409

Based on 8 ferries taken, 6 of which were discounted by 50% with our Autopass
Discount Card.

Tolls

£52.28

Remember that it will take up to 3 months for EPC bills to come through and the bills
will be random.

Campsites and laundry

£140

Activities/Entertainment

£94.00

Puffin Safari, car parks and entrance fees

Eating Out/Beers

£35.00

Fish and Chips and Beers in Tromso

Total Spend

£1,950.28

5 nights at £26
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Shopping Savvy
Supermarkets in Norway
After my obsessive stock piling behaviour, our first flirtation with
Norway’s supermarkets was in a small village on Norway’s second
largest island, Senja. We came out armed with 6 items and £30
lighter, still in shock at the experience we’d just had. Blimey that
was a sting in our pocket. So glad I stocked up!
And yet, of course prices are always going to be more expensive in
off-the-beaten-track places. It’s no different in UK or, come to think

of it, the rest of Europe. So this was pretty much a one-off
experience – thank goodness.
Another Norway surprise was the range of items that you could buy.
Norway’s shops have an outstanding range of foods, unlike many of
its European cousins. Chinese, Indian, Mexican – you name it, they
had it. So this is why we recommend not bringing too much with
you.
Here’s a list of the shops we found most often. Bear in mind Lidl and
Aldi are not here, because they are German firms and Norwegians
are still holding a grudge after WW2, we are reliably informed.
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Rema 1000 – is classed as a discount store, although we found it
much more expensive in comparison to others. They have a
Discount Scheme which you can apply for via an app. You then
show a code from your phone when you shop there. The man on the
kiosk did, however, scan a card for me so that the discount could be
applied. And after finding EuroSpar, we didn’t ever return to Rema.

Everything household, vehicle and bicycle – you name it, they will
have it! Oh except Bicycle Rack covers. Ours was hanging on by a
thread.

EuroSpar – Totally my favourite shop. My favourite because it had
plenty of discounts, every week and a brand called First Price –
more on that in a moment. This was bar far our most cost-effective
shopping experience.

For a break down of food prices so you know roughly what to
expect, click the table below to access our free to download
Norway Shopping List that we have created for you. It lists all the
items we bought whilst in Norway with their associated costs; prices
relative to summer 2019.

Kiwi – we had been told that this was the best and cheapest
supermarket to visit, although testing the theory out, we have to say
that it was no cheaper, in our opinion than Eurospar.

Shopping Prices - the detail

Joker – this is a small convenience store that you would visit if you
were desperate for something and miles away from a big town.
Which can often happen as you are travelling through Norway’s
fjords. We didn’t go in one, so can’t comment on their prices.
BunnPris – this was a medium priced store as is Coop Prix.
You can buy everything you need, although you will just pay more
for it.

DIY Emergencies
Whilst we hope it doesn’t happen, life on the road can mean
technical issues. So rest assured if you have the need for anything
for your vehicle, then help is at hand with BILTEMA. This is a
fabulous DIY shop that sells everything that you can imagine.
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Top Top 10 Tips for being a Savvy Shopping
1. EuroSpar is our top supermarket recommendation for all round
value for money and super discounts.
2. Look out for the phrase TILBUD, which means offers. We found
lots of offers on meat. So we were able to buy chicken mince
and thighs at £2.99. Also vegetables were often on special
deals. We bought cauliflower and broccoli for £1 during the
entire length of our stay.
3. When you see meat discounts, bulk buy and freeze if you are
able to. Although this does come with a warning. In Sweden
mostly, although we also had the problem in Norway, chicken
does seem to go off very quickly, even when frozen and well
within date. So be mindful of this.
4. Always look for the FIRST PRICE brand. EuroSpar was
excellent at stocking these although many of the Coop and Kiwi
stores had them too. First Price is the equivalent of Tescos
Value and offer food at low prices and have loads of £1 deals. I
managed to buy chocolate (which is also generally expensive)
on a special deal of £1.
5. Fish was surprisingly good value, relatively speaking. I bought
Mackerel fillets for £1 every time I shopped. I added
mayonnaise or crème fraîche with horseradish for a really quick
smoked mackerel pate. Also a tub of prawns, if they are your
thing, were no more expensive than the UK at £4.99, so they
were a bit of a treat.

uncut white loaf for 80p. You then use the automated slicing
machine and hey presto you have yourself some white bread.
7. Cornflakes are only £1 if you get the First Price brand. Milk isn’t
overly expensive, so breakfasts are covered. Make sure you
buy MELK – it comes in a pink carton – be careful you don’t
end up with fermented yoghurt instead.
8. Vegetables and fruit are definitely more expensive, although
when there’s a fruit or veg in season, they offer it at a special
price. So I was regularly able to get a punnet of nectarines for
£2.99, cauliflower and broccoli for £1. So that pleased the
nutritionalist in me. Otherwise when vegetables were scarce,
then I used my selection of tinned veg. Not as good of course
although my philosophy is ‘Better than…’ Also after arriving in
Norway, we were finally able to start eating our frozen supplies
which made room to buy frozen peas.
9. If you, like me, need a herbal remedy or organic shop then,
although not cheap, you can find Health Food Shops in
the Shopping Malls in larger towns.
10.If you choose to shop in Rema 1000, then download their
app for discounts when in store.

Follow these tips and you’ll be surprised how much more
reasonable it is to travel around Norway in a motorhome.

6. Bread is expensive and white particularly difficult to buy for
some reason. Although if you shop early, First Price did a whole,
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When to visit Norway
Norway’s weather teeters on the edge of balmy in summer to
arctic in Winter. And given its northerly position, it won’t come as
a surprise to you that whenever you come here, expect the
unexpected.
If you want predictable weather, travel somewhere else. If you
want sunbathing conditions, head south. For all other desires,
come to Norway. In fact we adopted the mindset of ‘We’ve not
come to Norway for the weather, so any sunshine we get is a

bonus.’ If you don’t do the same, you will constantly be chasing
the sun and, more often than not, left disappointed.
Norway’s summers, from June to August can be delightful,
although the conditions can change in a heart-beat The
memories of their heatwave in 2018 are just a one-off freak event.
During our seven weeks, we lurched from shorts and t-shirts one
day to thick jackets the next. So there is nothing predictable
about when to come to Norway, other than to be prepared for
everything.
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Bear in mind that schools break up early in Norway, so anytime
from the last week in June for six-seven weeks is when resorts or
tourist hotspots like Lofoten, will become busier.
And as for the shoulder seasons; May can be a month full of
greenery, lighter evenings and snow peaked mountains. The days
will be warming up although the nights still quite cold. Some of the
mountain roads may still be closed, so travelling some of the more
popular routes may be more difficult. So check with Visit Norway for
up-to-date information.
At the other side of summer September/October can be popular
out-of-season periods to visit. European visitors have returned
home, the children are back to school and everything is very much
quieter. The trade-off though is that the nights are now drawing in
fast. In some areas of the country as much as 15 minutes per day.
This will have an impact on your travel times and opportunities. And
of course winter arrives early in this part of the world, so snowfall
can come out of nowhere, resulting in the early closure of mountain
roads. That said, we have seen many reports of autumn visits to
Norway offering magical views, and of course the potential for
witnessing the incredible Northern Lights.
So there are no rights or wrongs. Just mindfulness about what each
season may offer and the preparation you will need for a smooth
and magical road-trip experience.
What to pack
Well how long is a piece of string? Knowing what to pack can be
one of the hardest things for Scandinavia as a whole, although
especially Norway. With unpredictable weather, it’s a tricky one to
get right. So as a general rule, we would suggest the following;

• Layers in terms of clothing with plenty of jumpers and t-shirts.
• Waterproof coats - storms can come in quickly into the mountains
so be prepared, however sunny it might be when you leave home.
• Rucksack with emergency provisions and First Aid kit essentials.
• Solid footwear and walking boots for the magnificent hiking you
will experience.
• If you are heading up north - as far as the NordKapp then bizarrely
hats and scarves may be necessary, as the weather is often windy,
cold and definitely inclement. Also some of the mountain hikes
could well still be snowy, even at the end of July in the Troms
region.
• You’ll mostly live in jeans or cropped trousers and perhaps shorts
on a good day.
• Blankets for sitting outside watching the Midnight sun.
• Binoculars, cameras, spare SD cards and batteries, hard drives
for photos and Gopros/Drones. Drones are allowed in Norway
although complying with their rules is imperative. Check what
those rules are here.
• Fleece or warm coat.
Obviously packing is a personal thing, although the
advice is to be sure that you take with you clothes for
and all weather conditions. Snow, rain, wind, sun, heat you are likely to experience it during your Norway
road-trip.

bottom line
all seasons
you name it
motorhome
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Communicating
Data
Norway is an easy country to stay connected in. Despite the
mountainous terrain, there were very few places where we couldn’t
get a signal and keep in touch with Social Media and family/friends.
Sometimes the phone signal might be weak, although I was always
able to use Whatsapp or Facetime to speak to my mum back home.

Whilst Norway is covered under most UK phone suppliers, if you are
travelling through Europe beyond their package limits, you may
need to buy a local SIM card.
There are two major companies; Telenor and Telia. However with
Telenor, for a pre-paid data card you need to have a Norwegian
address to register it to. It was possible to buy a card from Telia
which costs 250NOK for 10GB which was limited to seven days
usage. You could top up on line although the website is in
Norwegian. (Packages may change year on year, so if you need a
Pay as You Go, find a Telia agent and enquire about their latest
deals.)
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Speaking their tongue - Getting by in Norwegian
I think every language is tricky when you first give it a go. Although
once you get into the swing of things, you soon pick things up. With
a handful of phrases and Google Translate you can get by.
For our Travel Phrase Guidebook why not check out our free to
download eBook - Getting by in...
Throughout Norway, and it is true of all of Scandinavian countries,
English is widely spoken. However, we always make the effort to
learn the basics. Here is our little guide to Norwegian phrases that
will serve you well.
The locals really appreciate you having a go, even if you have to
resort to Google Translate. Over time the phrases do become easier.

English

Norwegian

Phonetic

Hello

Hei

Hi

Goodbye

Ha det

Har dey

Please

Vær så snill

Va sho snee

Thank you

Takk

Tak

Can I

Kan jeg

Kan yai

Stay

Bli

Blee

Have

Ha

Har

Pay

Betale

Be tala

One night

Én natt

Ean nut

Do you speak
English

Snakker du
engelsk

Shnaker du enesk

Yes/No

Ja / Nei

Jar / Ni
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Adjusting to the Midnight Sun
One of most memorable moments was experiencing the Midnight
Sun. Albeit we were in Sweden, just above Arjeplog in Lapland, at
the time, we still had some magnificent daylight through July in
Norway. The further north we went, the longer our days were past 23
June.
Although it did take some getting used to. After being conditioned
for so long with sleeping in the dark, retraining our minds and body

to a completely different way of living and sleeping took some
adjustment.
Our shift in patterns actually began in Denmark. As we neared
Grenen, Denmark’s most northerly point, the nights were already
getting longer, although nothing that would disrupt our sleep.
Once in Sweden, above the Arctic Circle, it was then that our true
Midnight Sun experience began. At first the light softens as you
approach the longest day. At 11.30pm you could still see everything
showered in a yellow light that was like having a dimmer switch
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creating mood lighting. It is at this point in June that sleep becomes
more of a challenge, as darkness really doesn’t set in until may be
1.00am-2.00am.
And then the day when the sun never sleeps arrives and you just
know that to resist watching this magical moment is futile. It is an
indescribable experience. And it is so much more than just the
floating sun whose arc barely even tickles the horizon. It is the
wildlife around you that is so incredible. Bees are still pollinating,
crickets still clicking and birds still singing. It’s as though they will
never sleep. And you wonder whether you will either.
Although the good news is that in time, your body does adjust
naturally. With a few strategic actions, you will soon find sleep
returns, although it will be lighter than you are used to.
Here’s our tips for navigating the deLIGHTS of the Midnight Sun.
1. Try to go to bed at your standard time. It is easy, when there is
perpetual light, to stay up longer than normal or to behave
differently. Although resist the temptation and still go to bed at the
same time.
2. Close all your blinds, even the skylights so that you keep your van
as dark as possible.
3. Wear an eye mask if you find that you are getting sleep deprived.
4. Allow your body to adjust naturally to the extended days and you
will find that it adapts to its new surroundings.
5. Do plenty of exercise during the day so that you naturally feel
tired at bedtime, allowing you to fall into a restful sleep.
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14

CAMPING OPTIONS

One thing is for sure, when you travel to Norway in your
motorhome, camper or RV, you will have some
stunning places to call home.
In this chapter we whet your appetite with the best of
the best ‘homes’, with co-ordinates, so you can pin
them to your own Norway Road Trip map.

Scoobie at Reine, Lofoten Islands

1. Evenskjer Marina (68.58388, 16.56268)
What a fabulous first night just across the border north of Narvik. A
free Marina aire with full services. The village has supermarkets and a
petrol station. A beautiful, free stopover.
2. Årstein (68.68411, 17.54878)
This was our first truly wild stopover, following the back roads north
towards Tromsø. Tucked in just beneath one of Norway’s magnificent
bridges.
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3. Skøelva Wild Camping (69.1446, 17.92362)
Albeit a lay-by, this was no ordinary lay-by. Beside the fjord with
pods of dolphins and the odd ferry, with no traffic disruption at all.

4. Mefjord - Senja (69.52088, 17.4294)
One of our all-time favourite overnight stopovers - ever! On one of
the remote fingers of Senja, Norway’s 2nd largest island, this
panoramic spot had hikes and a great vista to see the Midnight Sun.

5. Senja Trollett - Troll Museum (69.410602, 17.263112)
A free aire at the Troll Museum on Senja with services that are also
free. Good walks and cycles in the area and the museum which
may now be open.

6. Kvitbergan (69.16143, 18.58137)
On a backroad through the mountains, we came across this small
picnic area with room for a couple of vans, which was good for just
one night and was free.

7. Tromsø mountains (69.75847, 18.85546)
Just north of Norway’s most northerly city - Tromsø we found this
stunning spot. Remote, panoramic and peaceful - except for a few
boy-racers doing some wheelies. Great hiking here.
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8. Tromsø Lodge and Campsite (69.64799, 19.01395)
A commercial campsite 2 miles from the city. 425NOK for the night
with 100NOK for washing machine facilities. Not cheap although
transactional for me returning to UK for a funeral.
9. Sifjordkaret - Senja (69.22688, 17.11474)
A large pull in area with stunning views across the fjord and within
listening distance of a massive waterfall. The whole National Park of
Senja is quite incredible with wild spots everywhere. So you will not
be struggling to find somewhere to stay.
10. Skrolsvik WW2 Museum - Senja (69.05774, 16.78649)
A really interesting wild spot where you can explore the 1941
German bunkers and in-tact guns. The Norwegian Army took over
the site after the war and evacuated everyone in 1954. A steep
approach path although room for a van. Or you could park down by
the shipwreck as an alternative.
11. Andenes Aire - Andøya (69.32257, 16.13181)
This was a very popular overnight spot for motorhomes, just off the
Senja ferry. It is perfectly situated for the Sea Safaris and the rather
isolated town of Andenes.
12. Rolf’s Bar wild spot - Lofoten Isles (68.42423, 14.56339)
Our first night on the Lofoten Isles, where wild camping was actually
difficult compared to other areas in Norway. That was partly due to
the time of year and also just the lack of parking opportunities. There
are also very few services areas. A few campsites and one Aire at
Reine offered black waste and water. There are toilet cleaning
cubicles on the Restplass, although only for Thetford cassettes.
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13. Gimsøy wild spot - Lofoten (68.31511, 14.09213)
Getting off the beaten track, we struggled to find a place for the
night and so parked up here, alongside the road. It was incredibly
quiet albeit a bit windy.

14. Uttakleiv Beach Camping - Lofoten (68.20922, 13.50794)
The campsites on Lofoten are expensive, basic and limited,
although you are rewarded by this location. A trip here, out of
necessity, took us off the beaten track and this stunning place where
you can watch the midnight sun. The views and hikes are
spectacular. Cost us 250NOK (£21) with services, except grey.

15. Flakstad Restplass - Lofoten (68.10382, 13.28302)
There are a number of Restplass around the islands which are not
intended for overnight camping. Although plenty do even in the
season. With toilets and toilet cleaning units for Thetford cassettes, it
makes for a good overnight stop.

16. Hamnøy wild camping - Lofoten (67.94512, 13.13292)
One of my favourite parts of the islands, Hamnøy, a quaint fishing
village just before Reine. There’s a great wild spot by the bridge
which is surprisingly quiet with stunning views.
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17. Eiavatnet wild spot - (67.65273, 15.762)

"

"

In the most stunning area surrounded by mountains, wetland and a
lake, this is peaceful beyond peaceful. Eagles too. We thought the
standing water might give us mosquitos, although there were flying
insects, none were interested in feeding on us.

"

"

18. Sjunkhatten National Park (67.39702, 15.38602)
A large parking area at the start of walks in the middle of the
National Park. Isolated, safe and no services except a dry toilet.

19. Gjerdelva wild spot Restplass - Lofoten (67.32032, 14.62329)
A new car park area with a path down to the lake for swimming. No
services although a nice view. Just 200m down the road is another
spot beside the river with walks up into the forest. Lovely spot about
20 minutes from Bodø and the ferry to Lofoten.

20. Reipå Restplass - (66.89495, 13.65008)
A small parking area right by the fjord with lovely views. A little road
noise although nothing too disruptive. A short drive to the glacier
and tourist information for the hiking.

21. Holand Restplass - (66.72459, 13.69895)
With views overlooking the Glacier and fjord, this Tourist Information
centre is a great place to park up. We stayed here overnight and it
has toilets and dumping facilities all for free. From here it is just 1/2
mile to cycle downhill to the ferry for the Glacier,
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22. Furøy Camping - (66.73976, 13.49856)
A fantastic site close to the ferry to Agksardet. With fjord views and
lovely walks from the campsite, we highly recommend it. 250NOK
in August, which we didn't think was too bad. Washing machines
are available with an additional payment with coins.

23. Hellåga Aire - (66.3191, 13.31035)
7 spots just off the main road for campers. Excellent hard surface
pitches with grass areas and picnic benches. Whilst there are no
services, the Restplass down the road has full facilities for free.

24. Storesvenning Aire - E6 (65.32541, 13.37801)
A forest Aire for 100NOK per night payable in cash in an honesty
box. Lots of different areas to park up with direct access to the
lake. Sadly there were major road works heading south and so this
wasn't the quietest or nicest place we stayed.

25. Friområde - E6 (63.77765, 11.39175)
A new parking area well off the E6, so a peaceful night's sleep.
With walks through the woods, picnic tables and firepits, this is a
great spot. Just make sure you follow the signposts to Friområde
otherwise SatNav will take you through the farm.

26. Langlidalen Parking Area (63.31283, 9.49944)
A large gravel parking area off the busy E39 to the Wild Atlantic
Way. Given the lack of wild spots in the area, this was very
welcome. Some nice mountain walks. 50NOK for parking.
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26. Kyrksæterøra Marina - (63.29236, 9.08943)
A nice marina setting with services and EHU from the Rorbu cottage
at the end of the marina. Washing machine, tumble dryer and
showers all available for 30NOK. 250NOK per night including
electric, payable in cash in an envelope.

27. Bud free parking and services ("62.90725, 6.90583)
A car park that tolerates overnight with full services for free. A
beautiful fishing village off the beaten track with a WW2 German
fortress museum, geology presentation and great walks around the
village. There's a restaurant opposite the parking too.

28. Trollstigen Pass wild camping (62.41659, 7.63863)
Isolated parking the south side of the Trollstigen Pass. A stunning
road and overnight spot, although no signal here what so ever. Just
the noise of sheep.

29. Langvatnet - Fv63 (62.01388, 7.40217)
Great stop for the night although a little passing traffic, so generally
a peaceful and dramatic place to stay.

30. Melkevoll Camping - Olden Fjord (61.66485, 6.81517)
One of the best campsites we stayed at. In the heart of the National
Park and below mainland EU's largest glaciers. £26 with EHU and
free sauna. £1 for a 5 minute shower. Direct access to the Glacier
Walk which is just fantastic..
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31. Koppang - E3 wild camping (61.56559, 11.09526)

32. Bæreia Lake - south Norway (60.16839, 11.96467)

Koppang is just off E3, ten minutes and you arrive at a lakeside
picnic area. Lovely views across the lake.

A super spot 10 minutes outside of the town by a lake. With dry
toilets and direct lake access, this is a great spot overnight. Plenty of
locals come here to swim and walk their dogs. Had two nights here.
There’s a great walk around the lake.
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TOP TIPS FOR
NORWAY

It’s not difficult for Norway to be a trip of a lifetime. With
the combination of staggering landscape, incredible
overnight stops and outdoor activities, Norway will
undoubtedly impress you. It certainly left us wanting
more.
Here is a summary of our top tips for making Norway
memorable for the right reasons.

TOP TIPS FOR NORWAY
1. Come from spring through to early autumn for the best of the
weather. Although through July until mid-August it is their holiday
season, so expect tourist spots to be busy.
2. Don’t forget that the currency is Norwegian Krone. Keep an app
like Xe.com to hand to help with the conversion.
3. As a general rule Norway, much like its neighbours, are a
cashless society, although don’t be caught out with places like
marinas where honesty boxes require cash. And of course coins
will be required for washing machines.

Views to die for around every corner

5. Remember that even in the summer weather can be
unpredictable. So come prepared for all weathers.
6. Keep an eye on your LPG and remember that stations are in
industrial areas and not at petrol stations.
7. Fill up with diesel on a Sunday when prices are cheaper and
don’t forget that you may be charged a deposit on your credit
card. It will be refunded - it’s just a holding fee.
8. Come prepared with some supplies although not too much
alcohol if you are travelling through Denmark’s Hirtshals.

4. Norway is a master of outdoor activities, so come prepared with
robust walking and photography kit. Drones are allowed. Follow
the CAA code of conduct and you’ll be fine. Norway relies on
ferries - be armed with an Autopass Ferry Discount Card.
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9. Eating out is expensive in Norway - if your budget is tight, avoid
eating and drinking in towns/cities.
10.Plan your routes carefully if you prefer to stay at campsites so
you are not travelling for hours to reach your destination.
Travelling in Norway can be tiring as you link from one fjord to
another.
11.If you need to travel north or south quickly, then use the arterial
E6. Whilst not necessarily quick like the motorways through the
rest of Europe, it will certainly be quicker than the coastal routes.
12.If the Lofoten Islands are on your wish list, remember it’s all
about timing for the best experience. Avoid July and August.
13.Internet connectivity was excellent throughout our seven week
trip.
14.Norway is a clean, organised and efficient country with little or
no graffiti. The whole of Scandinavia tend to respect their local
environment and ask visitors to do the same.
15. Many museums are free on a Monday.
16. Use Eurospar and look out for their First Price brand to keep
prices manageable.
17.Don’t be surprised if your EPC bill (if you decide to register with
them), will take you 3 months to come through.
18.Distances are long so pace your journey and make time to be
still and breathe in Norway’s magic.
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CLOSING THOUGHTS

It’s hard not to want to keep talking about Norway with
a plethora of adjectives. Although it does provoke an
evocative response from most travellers, it is like the
Grand Canyon - you just have to see it for yourself.
The whole of Scandinavia for us was a truly
memorable trip and one we want to repeat time and
time again. Norway really does exercise every one of
your senses and you will find yourself drawn into it’s
masterpiece. If you don’t come home with a thousand
and one photos, then you’ve been seriously unlucky.

As we reflect, we feel that seven weeks was enough for our
road-trip. As lovely as it is, it can be a bit overwhelming with so
much beauty, day after day.
And that’s not said with any sense of complacency, more like a
soaked sponge that’s just saturated, full to capacity. There were
days when we just didn’t feel like there was any more room for
photos or another breath-taking view.
Would we go back? Absolutely. We specifically left the southern area
so we had something to return to. I think we both agree that seven
weeks was enough. It was lovely to return to Sweden and see a
different type of scenery and more communities and towns.

Norway is a master for puffins, glaciers and the frame of mountains,
sky and seas. And with those experiences firmly etched in our
minds, we head for a contrasting set of adventures further afield to
the south and east.
If you have any questions, why not drop us an email at
themotoroamers@gmail.com or check out the website for all our
blogs and vlogs https://www.motoroaming.com.
Karen, Myles and Scoobie

Whatever your experiences, we have no doubt that they will be
memorable and that you will talk about them for decades to come.
You will look fondly, as we do, at your pictures and smile as you
recall all of your experiences.
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